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OIL and GAS GEOLOGY OF THE FRANKLIN

QUADRANGLE, PENNSYLVANIA
By

R. E. Sherrill and L. S. Matteson

INTRODUCTION

The Franklin quadrangle is in northwestern Pennsylvania and

occupies the western part of Venango County. It covers about 225

square miles—17.25 miles north and south by 13.05 miles east and west.

Oil and gas pools occupy about 41 square miles in this quadrangle.

These pools are part of the Venango district, which extends from the

Butler County cross-belt, of northern Butler County, northeastward

through the Triumph pool of Warren County. In this district the

petroleum industry had its birth and early development. The oil re-

coverable by primary production methods is nearing exhaustion in all

the pools of the district, and many formerly productive areas have

been abandoned, leaving most of the oil in the sands. Unless repressur-

ing, water-flooding, mining, or other secondary recovery methods are

applied, most of the oil now in these sands will remain there perma-

nently. Detailed subsurface geological information is essential to suc-

cessful application of these methods.

Purpose and Method of Investigation

The geologic mapping of the Franklin quadrangle constitutes a part

of the program of detailed investigation of the entire Venango district.

Reports on the Tidioute, 1 Hilliards, 2 and Titusville 3 quadrangles have

been published and the field work on the Oil City quadrangle is almost

completed (Sept. 1941). The purposes of this investigation were to

determine as minutely as possible the subsurface distribution, char-

acter, thickness, structure, origin, and content of the sand bodies. It

was thought that besides preserving the subsurface data still available

this survey might assist in the selection of areas for additional oil

recovery, in the development of these areas, and in locating new pools.

Almost every available well record was collected, each well located

on a four inches to one mile topographic map, and the well elevations

1 Cathcart, S. H., Sherrill, R. E., and Matteson, L. S., Geology of the Oil and Gas
Fields of the Tidioute Quadrangle, Penna. : Penna. Topog. and Geol. Survey, Bull. 118,
1938.

2 Sherrill, R. E., and Matteson, L. S., Geology of the Oil and Gas Fields of the Hilliards
Quadrangle, Pennsylvania : Penna. Topog. and Geol. Survey, Bull. 122, 1939.

3 Dickey, Parke A., Oil Geology of the Titusville Quadrangle, Pennsylvania : Penna.
Topog. and Geol. Survey, Bull. M 22, 1941.



2 FRANKLIN QUADRANGLE

determined with an altimeter or alidade. Where possible, sand samples

and core analyses were collected. The known production limits of the

sands were drawn on the maps and the locations of isolated dry holes

and of undrilled areas determined as thoroughly as time and data per-

mitted. About 2,000 well records were collected, and 1,600 wells were

located and the elevations determined. The surface structure and

stratigraphy were mapped throughout the quadrangle. This work was

done by R. E. Sherrill, L. S. Matteson, Owen Richards, W. D. Stancliff,

and R. E. Cramer between June 1939 and October 1940.
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TOPOGRAPHY AND DRAINAGE

This quadrangle is a part of the Allegheny Plateau and lies in the

drainage basin of the Allegheny River. This river follows a winding

course southward across the eastern part of the quadrangle. (See

Plate 1.) The northwestern part of the quadrangle is drained by the

southeastward-flowing French Creek, which joins the Allegheny at

Franklin. Sandy Creek drains the western and central portions of the

area and enters the Allegheny about one mile north of Brandon.
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The upland surface of the quadrangle is an undulating plateau,

mostly between 1,500 and 1,600 feet above sea level. The lowest and

highest points in the quadrangle are in the southeastern portion of it

and lie within two miles of each other. The lowest, about 900 feet

above sea level, is where the Allegheny River leaves the quadrangle.

The highest, about 1,660 feet above sea level, is a hill one mile north-

west of the southeastern corner of the quadrangle. The valleys of the

Allegheny River and of the smaller streams are very steep-sided

throughout most of their courses. Locally, as at Foster and in the

vicinity of Kennerdell, the Allegheny Valley is a precipitous gorge

500 feet deep. The picturesque beauty of the winding Allegheny

deeply entrenched in this wooded canyon is unsurpassed in north-

western Pennsylvania.

The part of the quadrangle lying northwest of a general line ex-

tending from 5 miles east of the southwest corner of the quadrangle,

through Bully Hill, to the point where the Allegheny River enters the

quadrangle was glaciated during the Illinoian stage of the Pleistocene

epoch. 1 The western one-third, approximately, of the quadrangle was

also glaciated during the later Wisconsin stage. Prior to the advance

of these glaciers the drainage of this area was to the northwest,

through the old Middle Allegheny River, which left the quadrangle

near the northwestern corner of it. The ice, by damming these north-

western channels, caused the river to flow over a divide near Foxburg

and to carve the youthful gorge through which it now flows. Many of

the former valleys were filled with glacial deposits. The stream changes

and glacial deposits of this area have been mapped by Leverett. 1

SURFACE STRUCTURE

Regional. Structurally, the Franklin quadrangle is in the north-

western part of the Appalachian foreland. This foreland lies west

and north of the closely folded and faulted Appalachian Mountains.

It is a broad, gentle, spoon-shaped synelinorium, whose long axis ex-

tends in a northeasterly and southwesterly direction, and whose lowest

part is in northwestern West Virginia. This quadrangle lies about

60 miles northwest of the axis of the synelinorium.

The southeastern iiart of this foreland basin is characterized by a

series of rather prominent northeast-trending anticlinal and synclinal

folds. In the northwestern part of the foreland the folds have so

diminished in magnitude that their detection and' tracing is best accom-

plished by determining elevations on selected “key” rock layers at

many points over the area. The dominant structural feature of this

part of the foreland is a general southward inclination or regional dip.

1 Leverett, Frank, Glacial Deposits of Pennsylvania : Penna. Topog. and Geol. Survey
Bull. G 7, 1934.
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Local. Considerable difficulty attended the mapping of tlie surface

structure of this area because, except locally, no reliable key beds crop

out. In the southernmost parts of the quadrangle the Vanport lime-

stone is present and in the Allegheny River valley east of Franklin

the Corry sandstone crops out. In the remainder of the quadrangle

lenticular coals and sandstones must be utilized. In the mapping of

the structure all available surface data were assembled, adjusted

locally to conform with the oil sand structure where the latter was

considered more reliable, and referred to a common horizon, the Corry

sandstone.

Although it is recorded in only a few of the wells that penetrate it,

the Corry was chosen for the reference horizon because it is probably

present, near the surface, in most of the quadrangle and because this

is the bed used in mapping the quadrangles north and northeast of

the Franklin. The surface structure map of the quadrangle, Plate 1,

shows the elevation above sea level of the top of the Corry sandstone

by means of 25-foot contours.

As can be seen from this structure map, the Corry sandstone

descends about 200 feet in a southerly direction in about 17.3 miles,

an average inclination of about- 11.5 feet per mile. This is only one-

half the average regional dip in the Tidioute, Titusville, and Hilliards

quadrangles.

The most extensive fold in this area extends in a northerly direction

through the center of the quadrangle. This is a continuation, with

change of trend from northeast to north, of the Homewood anticline

of the Hilliards quadrangle. It is most prominent, in the Franklin

quadrangle, between Springfield and Sandy Creek.

The syncline west of this anticline enters the quadrangle from the

south between the heads of Williams Run. The syncline rises north-

ward for about 3 miles whence it plunges northwestward to the western

edge of the quadrangle west of Raymilton. Southwest of the syncline

the strata rise rapidly into the Stoneboro quadrangle and may form a

dome west of the area mapped.

The eastern one-third of the Franklin quadrangle is, in general,

structurally low. This synclinal area is interrupted, however, by small

local anticlines which give irregular trends to the contours. (See

Plate 1.)

The locations of the oil and gas pools of the quadrangle are also

indicated on the surface structure map, but the pools are not there

differentiated according to the producing sands. It is noteworthy that

in this quadrangle most of the oil pools are in the synclines. As indi-

cated later in this report, however, the structure was not the major

factor in causing the oil to accumulate where it did.



SURFACE STRATIGRAPHY

With the exception of the unconsolidated glacial and stream de-

posits, the rocks that crop out in this quadrangle belong to the Penn-

sylvanian and Mississippian systems. The total thickness of these ex-

posed rocks is about 950 feet. They are tentatively classified as follows :

Pennsylvanian system

Pittsburgh series

Allegheny group

Pottsville series

Mississippian system

Mauch Chunk (?) group

Burgoon ( ? ) group

Cuyahoga group

Berea group—Corry sandstone

These strata will be briefly described in the order in which they are

listed above.

PENNSYLVANIA SYSTEM
Allegheny Group

The Allegheny group extends from the top of the Upper Freeport

coal to the base of the Brookville coal or its underclay. Exact de-

limitation of this group in the Franklin quadrangle is difficult be-

cause several coals occur in its lower part and no final correlation of

them has been made. In the preliminary report on the Hilliards quad-

rangle a thin local coal lying 55 to 65 feet below the Vanport limestone

was tentatively accepted as the Brookville. 1 Local thin lenses of this

coal are present in the southern part of the Franklin quadrangle, but

the “Lower Clarion” coal of the Hilliards report, lying 30 to 45 feet

below the Vanport, has now been traced across the Franklin quad-

rangle and into Mercer County and found to correlate with White’s

Brookville coal,
2 at least as developed in the eastern part of that

county. Because of this correlation and because the massive sandstones

of Pottsville lithology lie closely below this coal, it is here discussed

under the name “Brookville,” and the Allegheny-Pottsville contact is

considered to lie at the base of it or its underclay.

Throughout the northern half of the quadrangle the Allegheny

group has been entirely removed by erosion, and only the lower part

of it is preserved in the southern part of the area. Where present

it caps the higher hills and attains a maximum thickness of about

200 feet in the two high hills about half a mile from the southeastern

1 Sherrill, R. E. and Matteson, L. S., op. cit., p. 4.
2 White, I. C., Geology of Mercer County : Second Penna. Geol. Survey, Report Q3,

1878, p. 28.
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corner of the quadrangle. It is composed of shale and sandstone inter-

bedded with coal, clay, and limestone.

The Lower Kittanning coal, lying about 20 feet above the Vanport

limestone and ranging up to 32 inches thick, is being stripped 3^
miles east of the southwest corner of the quadrangle and has been

mined at a few other places in the southern part of the area.

The Vanport limestone is present only within the southern two miles

of the quadrangle and west of Raymilton. It is dark gray fossiliferous

limestone ranging up to 15, or possibly more, feet thick. Throughout

most of the quadrangle it is absent by erosion or cut out by sandstone.

At one outcrop near the southeastern corner of the quadrangle sand-

stone rests directly on it and has cut into its upper part. Northwest

of Raymilton this limestone has been preserved in a syncline. At this

latter locality it was tentatively called Upper Mercer by White. 1 It

lies there about 75 feet above the limestone here considered to be

Upper Mercer.

The Scrubgrass coal ranges up to about 30 inches thick and is mined

at several places in the southern part of the quadrangle. It lies 10 feet

or less below the Vanport limestone and is underlain by clay. About

15 feet lower in the section a thin coal occurs locally. This may be the

Lower Clarion coal and the Scrubgrass the Upper Clarion.

The Brookville coal is persistent throughout most of the southern

part of the quadrangle and has been mined fairly extensively. It lies

40 to 45 feet below the Vanport limestone. It generally has a shale

roof 17 or more feet thick but locally it is directly overlain, or even

scoured into, by sandstone. Typically it is 3 or more feet thick but

has a medial 2- to 3-inch binder. It is generally reported to be high

in sulphur and ash. It is underlain by clay ranging up to 10 feet in

thickness.

Pottsville Series

The Pottsville series extends from the base of the Brookville coal,

or its underclay, to the top of the Mississippian system. It consists of

massive, coarse-grained, lenticular sandstones interbedded with subor-

dinate shale members and thin lenses of coal, clay, iron ore, and lime-

stone. It caps the hills or crops out in the upper portions of the valleys

over most of the quadrangle. Its massive sandstones have strongly

influenced the topography of the entire area. It ranges from 210 to~

275 feet in thickness and is divisible into the Homewood, Mercer,

Upper Connoquenessing, Quakertown, Lower Connoquenessing, and

Sharon formations. These formations, which are briefly discussed be-

low, are so irregular and lenticular that detailed tracing and correla-

tion of them is very difficult.

1 White, I. C., op. cit., p. 180.



POTTSVILLE SERIES

The Homewood is the uppermost formation of the Pottsville. It con-

sists predominantly of massive, coarse-grained, orange to brownish-

gray sandstone. It averages about 35 feet in thickness.

The Mercer formation, lying between the Homewood and Upper

Connoquenessing sandstones, consists of brown to black, fissile shale

in which occur irregular layers of coal, clay, limestone, and siderite

concretions. Where fully developed, as west of Eavmilton and between

East Grove Church and Astral, it is 50 to 60 feet thick.

The Upper Mercer limestone, near the top of the Mercer formation,

was found only in the east-central part of the quadrangle and at the

edge of the quadrangle west of Eavmilton. At these localities it is very

fossiliferous, black to dark-gray in color, and 3 to 4 feet thick. Else-

where in the quadrangle it is cut out by the Homewood sandstone or is

represented by clay.

The Upper Mercer coal lies immediately below the Upper Mercer

limestone, or its horizon. At Eavmilton the limestone rests directly

on the coal. This coal is the most continuous and extensively mined

of any in the quadrangle. It crops out throughout most of the southern

two-thirds of the area but is absent by erosion in most of the northern

one-third. It generally consists of two layers, each about 2 feet thick,

separated by a 2- to 3-inch binder. In the southern part of the quad-

rangle this Mercer coal is about 115 feet below the Vanport lime-

stone. It has been traced across the northern part of the Hilliards

quadrangle into the Foxburg quadrangle, where it was mapped as

Brookville hv Shaw and Munn. 1 At the Maple Grove mines west of

Eaymilton it lies only about 75 feet below the limestone here consid-

ered to be Vanport. At this latter locality it was tentatively called

Lower Mercer limestone by White. 2

Mercer iron ore, consisting of concretionary siderite layers lying

about 15 to 20 feet below the Upper Mercer coal, has been worked at

several places in the quadrangle. The Lower Mercer limestone was
not found anywhere in the area mapped. Several thin coals occur in

the lower part of the Mercer formation, in the general horizon of the

Lower Mercer coal. Some of these have been mined on a small scale

but for the most part they are worthless.

Connoquenessing, Quakertown, and Sharon formations. The lower

180 or less feet of the Pottsville series consists of massive sandstones

and subordinate layers or lenses of shale and coal. Except locally,

these rocks were not mapped in detail. The upper massive sandstone

of this part of the section is the Upper Connoquenessing. It is gen-

1 Shaw, E. W. and Munn, M. J. ; Geology of Foxburg Quadrangle, IT. S. G. S. Bull.
454, 1911, p. 27.

2 White, I. C„ op. clt., p. 180.
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erally 35 to 40 feet thick but locally combines with the Homewood
sandstone above or the Lower Connoquenessing sandstone below. It,

and the adjoining sands, are extensively quarried for glass sand.

A formation of dark shale in which occur several thin coal beds and

concretionary siderite layers occupies the 25 to 40 feet of section below

the Upper Connoquenessing. This formation is thought to be the

Quakertown. Although generally less than 2 feet thick, these coals

have been mined for local use at numerous places in the northern

part of the quadrangle, especially in the vicinity of Franklin. These

coals lie 75 to 100 feet below the Upper Mercer coal and average about

460 feet above the Corry sandstone. The Lower Connoquenessing

sandstone underlies the Quakertown formation and averages about

35 feet thick.

In the northwestern part of the quadrangle, in the vicinity of Utica

and Canal Center, a thin coal lying about 50 feet and another about

90 feet below the horizon of the Quakertown formation have been

mined on a small scale. These coals, or at least the lower of them,

occupy the general stratigraphic position of the Sharon coal of Mercer

and Lawrence counties. Dark shale 14 feet thick underlies the lower

of these coals near Utica. Below this shale, in the probable horizon

of the Sharon conglomerate, is medium-grained non-pebbly gray

sandstone.

In the southern part of the quadrangle these Sharon beds have not

been identified with certainty. At their stratigraphic distance below

the Upper Mercer coal and above the Corry only fine- to medium-

grained gray sandstone ranging up to 50 or more feet thick was found

at the few exposures present. The age of this sandstone has not been

satisfactorily determined. It may, as indicated above, be the Sharon

of Pennsylvanian age. Southward into the Ililliards and Foxburg

quadrangles, however, it is thought to correlate with the upper part

of the sandstone designated Burgoon, and considered Mississippian

in age in the reports 1,2 on these areas. The acceptance of the Missis-

sippian age of the sandstones at this horizon in the quadrangles south

of the Franklin was based largely on the work of Butts in the Kittan-

ning quadrangle. 3 The Second Pennsylvania Geological Survey studied

this problem in considerable detail and for further data and sugges-

tions regarding it reference should be made to their reports, especially

Platt’s report on Armstrong County 4 and Lesley’s preface to that

volume. The problem is again raised for consideration in this report

1 Sherrill, R. E. and Matteson, L. S., op. oit. p. 7.

2 Shaw, E. W. and Munn, M. J., op. cit. p. 22.
3 Butts, Charles, Economic Geology of the Kittanning and Rural Valley Quadrangles,

Pennsylvania: U. S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 279 (1906) pp. 27-30.
4 Platt, W. G., Armstrong County: Second Penna. Geol. Survey, Report H5 (1880).
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on the Franklin quadrangle because of the finding in this quadrangle

of a prominent shale formation, containing at least two red shale

members, stratigraphieally below the sandstone in question. Under the

tentative designation Mauch Chunk (?) group this shale is more

fully discussed below.

Pennsylvanian-Mississippian Unconformity

The Pottsville series rests uneonformably on the Mississippian sys-

tem. This regional unconformity is a dominant feature of the strati-

graphic column throughout western Pennsylvania. The rocks below

the unconformity were tilted southward, probably folded slightly, and

truncated by erosion before the Pottsville series was deposited.

A major result of this unconformity is that beds in actual contact

are different in different sections. In general, the uppermost Missis-

sippian beds in the southern part of the quadrangle are thought to be

missing by erosion in the northern part. Thus it is entirely possible

that the sandstone of questionable age discussed above may be Missis-

sippian, present in the southern part of the quadrangle and absent

by erosion in the northern part, with the Pennsylvanian Sharon

formation of the northern part of the quadrangle now lying in the

position above the Corry formerly occupied by this sandstone. Further-

more, if the above-described condition exists and if the Sharon does

not extend into the southern part of the quadrangle, the vertical dis-

tance from the Upper Mercer coal, and other Pennsylvanian beds, to

the Sharon formation would be approximately the same as from these

beds to the sandstone of questionable age.

Sandstone talus covers the Pennsylvanian-Mississippian contact at

most places where it would otherwise crop out. This fact and the

absence of key beds near the unconformity make it difficult, if not

impossible, to determine the topography of the surface on which the

Pottsville was deposited. It is considered probable, however, that this

surface was hilly and that the first-deposited Pottsville sands filled

in the valleys on this surface.

MISSISSIPPIAX SYSTEM

The Mississippian system in this quadrangle is considered to extend
from the unconformity at the base of the Pottsville down to the top
of a persistent reddish-brown shale member that lies 120 feet below
the Corry sandstone and 110 feet above the top of the First oil sand.
As thus defined the Mississippian is about 450 feet thick in the north-
western part of the quadrangle. Southward it thickens by the addition
of a shale formation, in part red, at the top to about 500 feet at

Raymilton.
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The uppermost 50 to 100 feet of strata here classed as Mississippian

are generally covered with sandstone talus from the Pottsville. Numer-
ous excellent outcrops of the 300 feet of strata lying immediately below

this covered section occur in the valleys of the Allegheny River and

its tributaries. The lower 100 feet of the Mississippian rocks lie below

drainage level in this quadrangle and are known only from well rec-

ords and from exposures outside this quadrangle.

The exposed rocks of unquestioned Mississippian age in the quad-

rangle are tentatively classified, in descending order, into the Mauch
Chunk(f) group, Burgoon(?) group, Cuyahoga group, and Corry

sandstone. Paleontologie study of these rocks was not made in con-

nection with this report, and their mapping has not been completed,

especially outside this quadrangle to the east, north, and west. For

these reasons the exact age and correlation of most, if not all, of them

are in doubt. The question marks after the first two of the above-

listed groups are used to indicate that particular uncertainty exists

regarding their correlation.

Mauch Chunk (?) Group

The highest strata of definitely-accepted Mississippian age in the

quadrangle consist of light bluish-gray clay shale with included layers,

or lenses, of soft red and green shale and of fine- to medium-grained

argillaceous sandstone. This shale decreases irregularly in thickness

from about 80 or 100 feet in the southern and central parts of the

quadrangle to 50 feet or less in the northern part. At its fullest de-

velopment found in the quadrangle, at Raymilton, it extends up to

about 400 feet above the Corry sandstone.

This general shale section is not resistent to weathering and, except

locally, is covered by talus boulders from the sandstones above. It is

so thoroughly covered that it is easily completely overlooked as a

stratigraphic unit of this, and probably of adjoining quadrangles. The

thin red shales in it give, however, a distinct red or pink color to the

covering soil or its talus.

Throughout the entire quadrangle, except perhaps in its northern

part, the red shales appear to be a characteristic part of the group,

especially in its medial and upper parts. At Raymilton two bright-red

shales, each about 10 feet thick, occur at 395 and 330 feet above the

Corry sandstone in the samples from the Carl Reagle No. 2 well. Red

shale averaging 10 feet thick is listed in the logs of a few wells in the

southeastern part of the quadrangle at about 370 feet above the Corry.

Thin outcrops of red shale in this group were found about one-half

mile northwest of Raymilton and a similar distance northwest of

Astral.
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Definite correlation of this shale group with named stratigraphic

units elsewhere has not been made, nor does it seem to be sufficiently

well exposed anywhere in this quadrangle to justify naming it for that

place as a type locality. In a recent road cut about 2 miles south of

Tionesta and 0.3 mile north of Smoky Hill school an almost con-

tinuous exposure has been made of the strata from 90 feet below to

360 feet above the Corry sandstone.* In this section a general shale

formation, overlain and underlain by sandstone, occupies the interval

extending from 200 to 290 feet above the Corry sandstone. Included

in this shale formation are two red and green shale members, separated

by 20 feet of greenish- to yellowish-brown argillaceous sandstone. The

lower of these red and green shale members is 7 feet thick and lies 240

feet above the Corry and the upper is predominantly light gray, is

29 feet thick and lies (top) 290 feet above the Corry. The strong

probability that this “Smoky Hill” shale formation is the shale under

consideration in the Franklin quadrangle indicates that it might be

advisable to call it by that name in this quadrangle. The Smoky Hill

section is 15 miles east of this quadrangle, however, and final correla-

tion with it is pending work in the intervening Oil City quadrangle.

For these reasons, no new name is here suggested for this shale forma-

tion, but a new name probably will be required when the adjoining

quadrangles are mapped.

In the preliminary report on the Hilliards quadrangle 1 this shale

was considered to occupy the stratigraphic position of the Shenango

shale, 2 renamed Hempfield shale by Caster, 3 of Crawford County. The

additional data obtained in the Franklin quadrangle indicate that this

correlation is probably not correct. These data indicate that all, except

perhaps the lower part, of this shale is absent by pre-Pennsylvanian

erosion in Crawford County and that the Hempfield shale of that

county is in the upper part of the Burgoon (?) group discussed below.

The nearest shale units lithologically similar to the shale group un-

der consideration and which have been named and correlated are the

Patton shale 4 and the Mauch Chunk. The nearest recognized occur-

rence of either of these two shales is in the Kittanning quadrangle,

where Butts 5 reports thin red shale thought to be Patton, in several

well records. The data available indicate that the red shale of the

Franklin quadrangle lies 100 feet, or more, stratigraphically higher

* This section, which will probably be of major importance as a reference section in
the further stratigraphic work in northwestern Pennsylvania, was accurately measured
and described by P. A. Dickey and L. S. Matteson (unpublished).

1 Sherrill, R. E. and Matteson, L. S., op. cit., p. 7.
2 White, I. C., Geology of Erie and Crawford Counties : Second Penna. Geol. Survey,

Report Q4, 1881, p. 78.
3 Caster, Kenneth E., Stratigraphy and Paleontology of Northwestern Pennsylvania

:

Bull, of Am. Paleo., vol. 21, no. 71, 1934, p. 141.
1 Campbell, M. R., U. S. Geol. Survey Geol. Atlas, Latrobe Folio, no. 110, 1904, p. 5.
5 Butts, Charles, op. cit. p. 25.
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(with respect to the Corry or its equivalent) than does the Patton

shale at Kittanning and within the stratigraphic interval occupied by

the Mauch Chunk shales of the Allegheny Front.

The formation containing red shales in this quadrangle has been

described under the heading Mauch Chunk (?) primarily for con-

venience of discussion, but also because of its close lithologic similarity

to the Mauch Chunk and its high stratigraphic position. Further data

on it are anticipated in the mapping, now in progress, of the Oil City

quadrangle and adjoining areas.

Shenango-Burgoon (?) Group

The Shenango-Burgoon (?) group of this report immediately un-

derlies the Mauch Chunk ( ?) group discussed above, and extends from

300 to 150 feet above the Corry sandstone. The uncertainty in desig-

nating this group Burgoon is a result of the indefinite correlation of

the Mauch Chunk (?). If this Mauch Chunk (?) is Patton, or its

approximate equivalent, the sandstones above it, here tentatively

placed in the Pottsville, may be the true Burgoon and the Burgoon

(?) group of this report will require a new name.

The Shenango-Burgoon (?) group of this quadrangle consists of

three prominent sandstones and two intervening shales. The sand-

stones are golden-brown to greenish-gray and medium- to coarse-

grained or pebbly. Ferruginous concretions and cavities are common,

especially in the lower sandstone member. The shales of this group

are brown to dark-gray and, for the most part, sandy.

The upper sand member of the group ranges from 30 to 50 feet

in thickness. It is massive except in the lower part which is highly

cross-bedded. This is the upper part of the Gray sand of the Milliards

quadrangle, and lies in the lower part of the “Burgoon sandstone” as

mapped in the Foxburg quadrangle. 1 It has not been traced in detail

northwestward into Crawford County but is thought to become more

slialy in that direction and to be correlative with the upper part of

White's Shenango shale. 2 In well records this sand is designated the

“40-foot” or the “Buttermilk.”

The medial sandstone member of the Burgoon ( ?) group is greenish-

gray and ranges from 10 to 20 feet thick. It is very persistent through-

out the quadrangle and has been traced from the Hilliards quadrangle

northwestward into Crawford County. Its top lies 250 feet above the

Corry sandstone. It lies in the lower part of the Gray sand of the

Flilliards quadrangle and is thought to be the Shenango sandstone

of White ’s Grass Run section 3 in Crawford County.

1 Shaw, E. W. and Munn, M. J., op. cit. p. 22.
2 White, I. C., op. cit.

3 White, I. C., op. cit., p. 126.
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The lowest of the three principal sandstone members of this group

lies 150 feet above the Corry sandstone and ranges up to 25 feet thick.

It is greenish- or yellowish-gray and medium- to coarse-grained or

pebbly. It becomes more shaly to the northwest and lenses of very

calcareous sandstone are developed in it in the northern part of the

quadrangle. This is the Shenango sandstone of the Tidioute report, 2

but the additional data now available indicate that it represents a

southeastward sandstone development of the upper part of the sandy

Meadville shale of Crawford County. The calcareous layers developed

in this sandstone are at the stratigraphic horizon of the upper Mead-

ville limestones. Southward in the Billiards quadrangle this sand

is thin and shaly and lies below the Shenango sandstone of the Bil-

liards report. Southeastward into the Foxburg quadrangle it thickens

and is thought to constitute the basal 60 feet or less of the
‘

‘ Burgoon

sandstone” of the Foxburg report, of Shaw and Munn. It has not

been traced westward into the Shenango valley, the type Shenango

locality.

Cuyahoga Group

The Cuyahoga group includes the strata between the Shenango

formation and the Corry sandstone. It is approximately 150 feet

thick and consists of alternating beds of shale, sandstone, and sandy

limestone. It becomes increasingly sandy upward and grades into the

Shenango above.

In Crawford County, which adjoins this quadrangle on the north-

west, the Cuyahoga group has been subdivided into the Meadville

shale, Sharpsville sandstone, and Orangeville shale. Although excel-

lent exposures of the group are present in the cliffs of the Allegheny

River and of French Creek, especially at Franklin, these subdivisions

are not well defined and, except in a very general way, cannot be recog-

nized in this quadrangle.

The upper half of the Cuyahoga group of this quadrangle is the

approximate stratigraphic equivalent of the lower Meadville and the

Sharpsville formations of Crawford County. Very fine-grained yellow-

ish- to reddish-brown sandstones predominate in this upper part of

the group. Interbedded with these sandstones are gray to brown sandy

shales. Although locally continuous and sharply defined, the indi-

vidual members can be identified in isolated outcrops only by inter-

vals to other horizons. Both lateral and vertical gradation occur be-

tween the sandy shales and argillaceous sandstones. Local lenses of

sandy limestone occur at several horizons, especially in the northwest-

ern part of the quadrangle. These limestones are sparingly fossilifer-

2 Cathcart, S. H., Sherrill, R. E. and Matteson, L. S., op. cit., p. 3.
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ous. Upon weathering they leave a compact brown sand mass that is

not readily distinguished from a non-calcareous sandstone.

The lower half of the Cuyahoga group is the approximate strati-

graphic equivalent of the Orangeville shale of Crawford County. In

the Franklin quadrangle gray to brown shale predominates in this

lower part of the group. These shales range from argillaceous to

arenaceous. Fine-grained, yellowish- to greenish-gray, flaggy sand-

stones and siltstones up to five feet thick occur at several horizons

through this part of the section. Locally these sandstones, and less

frequently the shales, are highly calcareous and grade laterally into

layers of siliceous or argillaceous limestone. At Franklin four of

these highly calcareous siltstones, or silty limestones, ranging up to

two feet thick, are developed in the interval extending from 45 to 60

feet above the Corry sandstone. This is the general horizon of the

Meadville Lower limestone of Crawford County. Thin layers and

concretionary masses of siderite are well developed in the darker

shales of the lower part of the Cuyahoga group.

Berea Group

Corry sandstone. The Corry sandstone is the lowest stratigraphic

unit exposed in the quadrangle. It outcrops in the bed of the Alle-

gheny River 0.8 mile west of Reno.

The Corry is the most continuous and the most uniform, both in

lithology and in thickness, of any member of the surface or near-

surface rocks of this quadrangle. It ranges from 10 to 30 feet and

averages about 20 feet in thickness. It is fine, even-grained in texture

and white to light yellowish-gray in color. It is generally divided,

by a medial gray sandy shale, into upper and lower sandstone mem-

bers. The lower sand member is probably the equivalent of the

upper Ivnapp.

Because of its persistency and uniformity this is the best key bed

in the quadrangle, and is the bed to which all other stratigraphic data

were referred for contouring the structure. Although not listed in

most of the well logs, it is recorded enough to follow its position over

most of the area. AVhere listed in the logs it is commonly called

“Mountain” sand or, less frequently, Berea. In the southeastern part

of the quadrangle it has thinned to a “shell.”

SUBSURFACE STRATIGRAPHY

Approximately 3,700 feet of strata below the Corry sandstone have

been penetrated in this quadrangle by wells drilled for oil and gas.

The records of these wells, the drillers’ descriptions of the strata,

one complete set of samples of a well at Raymilton, and a continuous
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diamond core from 174 feet above the 'Corry through, the First sand

at Franklin form the basis for the following description of these

subsurface rocks. The strata from the Corry through the Venango
oil sands are classified as follows

:

Mississippian system

Oil Lake series

Berea group

Cussewago group

Devonian system

Conewango series

Riceville group

Venango group

First Sand formation

Saegerstown shale

Second Sand formation

Amity shale

Third Sand formation

The more important sands of the section ,are listed in Table 1. The

correlations of and variations in them across the quadrangle are illus-

trated in Sections A-A', B-B', and C-C' of this report.

MISSISSIPPIAN SYSTEM
Cussewago Group

The Cussewago group is considered to extend from the Corry sand-

stone down to the top of the “red rock” which lies above the First

Sand formation. It consists of about 80 feet of alternating beds of

dark gray shale and fine-grained sandstone.

The upper 15 to 20 feet of the Cussewago is mostly shale, and is

probably correlative with the upper part, at least, of AVhite’s Cus-

sewago shale 1 and with the Hayfield shale of Caster. 2

Fine-grained sandstones predominate in the central part of the

Cussewago. This general sand horizon ranges from 15 to 35 feet and

averages about 20 feet thick. The top of it lies about 40 feet below

the top of the Corry. This is the Berea sand of most well records and

the Gas sand of a few records. It is correlated with the Gas sand of

the Ililliards quadrangle 3 and, tentatively, with the Cussewago sand-

stone of White and with the lower Knapp.

Thin streaks of dark red or brown shale occur at several places in

the Cussewago group, especially in the lower 50 feet. The group does

1 White, I. C., Geology of Erie and Crawford Counties: Pennsylvania 2d Geol. Survey,
Report Q4, 1881, p. 94.

2 Caster, Kenneth E., op. cit. p. 116.
3 Sherrill, R. E. and Matteson, L. S., op. cit., p. 10.
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not, as nearly as can be determined, grade downward into the under-

lying red rock of the Riceville, but red rock lithologically indistin-

guishable from that of the Riceville does recur in the Cussewago.

This fact is thought to have significant bearing on the question of

the Mississippian-Devonian contact in northwestern Pennsylvania.

DEVONIAN SYSTEM

Riceville Group

The 70 to 110 feet of strata lying between the Cussewago group

and the First Sand formation are thought to represent the Riceville

shale of Crawford County, 1 the upper part, at least, of the Oswayo

of the Bradford district and, probably, the Bedford shale of north-

eastern Ohio. These strata are here designated Riceville because the

correlation with the Crawford County section is considered more

definite.

The Riceville shale of this quadrangle is characterized by its dark

reddish-brown color. This is the upper “red rock” of well records.

Thin zones of green sandy shale occur in the red rock and, in the

southern part of the quadrangle, “shells” of sandstone in the lower

half of the group.

In most of the quadrangle the thickness of the Riceville is fairly

constant at about 100 feet, but in the extreme south-central part of

the area it is 60 or 70 feet. This thinning is off the bottom of the

group and represents an upward extension of the First Sand forma-

tion, probably through development of the “Clover Seed” sand of

the Hilliards quadrangle.

Venango Oil Sand Group

Below the Riceville shale is a group of interbedded sandstones and
shales ranging from 300 to 410 feet in thickness. This is the Venango
Oil Sand group. In it occur the principal oil- and gas-producing sands
of this quadrangle. It is considered to include all the sands from the

top member of the First Sand formation through the Fourth sand.

The usual thickness of this group is 320 to 330 feet. From this

average thickness it locally increases upward through addition of the

Clover Seed sand to the top of the First Sand formation or downward
through addition of the Fourth sand at the bottom of the group.

Eight sand members are present in this group. These eight sands
may be considered as belonging to three sand formations, the First,

Second, and Third Sand formations. Within each of these formations
the sand members may thin out or combine, but the shale intervals
between formations are fairly constant in that sands of one formation

1 White, I. C., op. cit., p. 97,
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do not, so far as known, combine within the quadrangle with members

of another formation.

FIRST SAND FORMATION

The First Sand formation consists of the sandstone and sandy shale

zone which comprises the upper 42 to 110 feet of the Venango Oil

Sand group. Four general sand members can be recognized in this

formation. These are the Clover Seed, at the top of the formation

;

the First sand, which is divisible into two members as discussed below

;

and the Amber sand.

Clover Seed sand. The Clover Seed sand of the Hilliards quad-

rangle 1
is very poorly developed in the Franklin quadrangle. A few

wells in the southeastern one-third of this quadrangle have produced

small quantities of oil or water from a porous zone in the lower part

of the Riceville “red rock.” This porous zone is thought to be the

Clover Seed and probably is the northwesternmost limit of this top

part of the Hundred-foot sand of southwestern Pennsylvania.

First sand. The First sand, which comprises the medial portion of

the First Sand formation, averages about 50 feet in thickness and is

present throughout the quadrangle.

The upper 25 feet or less of the First sand is characteristically white

to gray fine-grained sandstone to sandy shale. This part of the sand

is generally non-productive. It probably occurs throughout the quad-

rangle, but is usually not recorded. At Raymilton and southward it

is cleaner sand and ranges from 5 to 40 feet in thickness. Small

pebbles occur locally in the uppermost part of the sand.

The lower part of the First sand is generally coarser than the upper

part and is the principal oil- and water-bearing member of the First

Sand formation. In most of the well records listing First sand it is

this lower, coarser part of the sand that is being designated but, except

locally, this practice is not sufficiently uniform to permit drawing a

reliable thickness map of the sand. In a general belt about 6 miles

wide and extending from the southwest to the northeast corner of

the quadrangle this lower part of the sand is distinctly pebbly. The

thickness of this pebbly member in this belt ranges from 15 to 80 feet.

Northwest and southeast of this pebble belt the First sand is finer and

contains shale breaks. Southwest of a general line extending from

North Sandy to Polk to a mile west of Pearl a medial shale break

3 to 22 feet thick separates the upper, fine-grained and lower, pebbly

parts of the First sand.

Amber sand. The bottom member of the First Sand formation is

called the Amber sand in this quadrangle. This is the horizon of the

1 Sherrill, R. E. and Matteson, L. S., op. cit., p. 12.
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White sand of the Tidioute quadrangle and of the Salt sand of the

Hilliards quadrangle. As nearly as can be determined from the avail-

able data this sand is present as a separate member in only the north-

eastern part of the quadrangle, 1% miles southeast of Oakland School.

Locally, as in the south-central part of the quadrangle, the First sand

thickens downward sufficiently to include the Amber sand horizon.

SAEGERSTOWN SHALE

Below the First Sand formation lie 40 to 110 feet of gray shale.

Where the bottom member of the First Sand formation, the Amber

sand, is present the shale interval from it to the top member of the

Second Sand formation, the lied Valley sand, averages 40 feet. The

name Saegerstown was proposed by Chadwick 1 for this shale. In

this quadrangle it is gray clay shale in which occur local lentils of

sandy shale.

SECOND SAND FORMATION

The Second Sand formation is a general stratigraphic unit extend-

ing from the base of the Saegerstown shale to the base of the Second

oil sand. This formation averages 80 feet in thickness and consists, in

descending order, of the Red Valley sand, gray shale, red shale, and

the Second sand.

Bed Valley sand. The Red Valley sand is not well developed in the

Franklin quadrangle. It is present only in the eastern part where it

is represented by shale, sandy shale, and, locally, sandstone ranging-

up to 20 1 feet thick. Its average position is 320 feet below the Corry

sandstone.

Gray shale, 5 to 10 feet thick, underlies the Red Valley sand. Where
the Red Valley is absent this shale cannot be separated, in well records,

from the Saegerstown shale above. Red or reddish-brown shale 5 to 15

feet thick lies between this gray shale and the Second sand. This red

shale thins from about 15 feet in the southern part of the quadrangle

to about 7 feet at Reno. Layers of gray or greenish-gray shale occur

in the red shale at Reno. This red shale horizon is very useful in cor-

roborating the identification of the Second sand.

Second sand. The Second sand lies at an average interval of 360

feet below the Corry sandstone and has a maximum thickness of 50

feet. This is the most nearly continuous and sheet-like of any of the

Venango sands and is the most important oil-producing sand of this

quadrangle. In the southern part of the quadrangle, and further

south in the Hilliards quadrangle, the Second sand consists of two
sand members separated by 5 to 10 feet of gray shale. On the Second
Sand thickness map, Plate 3, is represented the combined thickness of

these two members.

1 Chadwick, G. H., The Chagrin Formation of Ohio: Geol. Soc. America Bull., vol.
36 (1925), p. 457.
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The lower of the two members mentioned above is about 20 feet

thick in the south-central part of the quadrangle, and is the most

important oil-producing horizon of the Bullion-Clintonville pool. East-

ward from this part of the quadrangle the medial shale break disap-

pears and lower and upper members of the sand combine to give a

total sand thickness of about 45 feet. To the north and northwest

the lower member becomes thinner and more shaly and is recognized

only as a “shell.” (See Plate 3.)

The upper of the two Second Sand members continues to the north-

east beyond the limit of the lower member and is the stratigraphic

equivalent of the Second sand of the Titusville quadrangle. It has a

fairly definite northwest edge (pi. 3) beyond which the sand is

absent, or present only as a “shell.” Within the first 1 to 3 miles

southeast of this edge this member is generally less than 20 feet thick

and medium- to fine-grained or shaly. Further southeast it thickens to

about 30 feet.

The main mass of porous and permeable Second sand lies in a

northeasterly trending belt 3% to 5 miles wide. The southeastern limit

of this belt is an irregular line with an average trend of N.42°E. from

Kennerdell to the eastern side of the quadrangle. The northwestern

limit of the belt extends in a N.30°E. direction from a point 4.5 miles

east of the southwestern corner of the quadrangle, through the south-

ern part of the city of Franklin, to a point 3.5 miles south of the

northeastern corner of the quadrangle. This northwestern boundary

of the belt of porous and permeable sand parallels, in general, the

northwestern limit of the sand, as represented on Plate 3, but lies

1 to 3 miles southeast of it. It is approximately the northwestern limit

of oil production from this sand.

Within this belt of porous and permeable sand the upper member of

the sand consists of alternating layers of fine-grained and of pebbly

sand with a few thin shale breaks. The pebbly layers predominate in

the upper part of the sand and the fine-grained layers in the lower

part. The more pebbly part of the sand increases from about one-fifth

the total sand thickness in the northwestern part of this belt to about

two-thirds the total thickness in the southern part.

Southeast of the belt of porous and permeable sand as outlined

above, the sand ranges in thickness from 30 to 50 feet but, except

locally, is well cemented and non-productive.

AMITY SHALE

The Second sand is underlain by shale which ranges from 55 to 70

feet thick. This shale was named the Amity by Chadwick. 1

1 Chadwick, G. H., op. cit., pp. 455-464.
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THIRD SAND FORMATION

The Third Sand formation immediately underlies the Amity shale

and -consists of interbedded sandstone and shale. It constitutes the

lower one-third, approximately, of the Venango Oil Sand group and

ranges from 125 to 150 feet in thickness.

The uppermost 20 feet of the Third Sand formation consists of

shale and shaly sandstone. This horizon lies about 445 feet below the

top of the Corry sandstone and occupies the position of the Boulder

sand of the Hilliards quadrangle. This member is rarely recorded,

and then only as “shells,” but it is probably present in most of the

quadrangle.

Third Stray sand. The Third Stray sand immediately underlies the

above-mentioned horizon of the Boulder. It is designated “Gray”
sand in the well records of this quadrangle. It lies 465 to 485 feet

below the Corry sandstone. In the eastern part of the quadrangle a

shale break separates the Third Stray sand into an upper and a lower

sand members.

The upper member of the Third Stray is a gray or white, fine-

grained to shaly micaceous sandstone. It is generally “tight” and

hard but locally is sufficiently porous to contain small amounts of oil

or gas. It averages about 10 feet in thickness with a maximum of

15 feet. It lies 465 feet below the Corry sandstone and is considered

the representative in this area of the Shira sand of the Hilliards

quadrangle.

The lower member of the Third Stray is fine-grained to pebbly gray

sandstone as much as 20 feet thick. Although this member is fine-

grained in most of the quadrangle, a loose pebble layer 3 to 5 feet

thick occurs in it at McCune Run and at Two-mile Run, and a pebble

layer 10 to 15 feet thick at Read Run. These pebble layers are in

the lower portion of the sand. This lower member lies 485 feet below

the Corry sandstone and is correlated with the Byram sand of the

Hilliards quadrangle.

A thickness map of the Third Stray sand was drawn, using the

limited data available but this map is not considered reliable because

over most of the quadrangle the top and bottom of the sand are too

indefinite. The sand is as much as 30 feet thick. The areas of thickest

sand lie between Franklin and the eastern edge of the quadrangle,
near the northwestern corner of the quadrangle and at Raymilton.

Third sand. The Third sand lies about 510 feet below the Corry
sandstone and ranges from 2 to 25 feet in thickness. In this quad-
rangle it is present only in the two belts discussed below. (See Plate 4.)
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The Raymilton Third Sand belt is about two miles wide and extends

from a point about 2% miles east of Raymilton westerly through Ray-

milton and on into the Stoneboro quadrangle. In this belt the sand

ranges from 2 to 20 feet in thickness. It is characteristically fine- to

medium-grained gray sandstone with a pebbly cap about 1 foot thick.

The Kennerdell-Poster-Reno Third Sand belt lies in the eastern part

of the quadrangle, is 1 to 3 miles wide, and extends from Kennerdell

through Reno. In this belt the sand is as much as 25 feet thick.

Throughout the belt the sand ranges from fine-grained to pebbly. The

loose pebble parts of the sand generally occur in “streaks” elongated

in the direction of the belt. These are the most highly productive parts

of the sand. Between Coal City and Kennerdell the sand is generally

hard and tightly cemented. Where the Third sand thins or is absent

in this belt, and adjoining it, the horizon of the sand is represented

by sandy shale. This belt is the northeastern extension of the Murrin-

ville-Clintonville belt of the Hilliards quadrangle.

Fourth sand. The approximately 100 feet of section below the

Third sand consists of gray shale in which several sand “shells” are

reported. The sand that is most frequently recorded through this part

of the section lies about 40 feet below the Third sand. This is the

horizon of the Fourth sand of the Hilliards quadrangle and con-

stitutes the bottom of the Venango Oil Sand group, as here considered.

STRATA BELOW THE VENANGO OIL SAND GROUP

Sixty wells in this quadrangle are known to have penetrated 500

feet or more below the Third sand. For 42 of these wells some informa-

tion on the deeper strata was recorded. The records of these 42 wells

are included in the deep well records published with this report. The

more commonly recoi’ded deeper strata are briefly discussed below.

Red Rock “formation.” The interval from 100 to 400 feet below

the Third sand (630 to 930 below top of Corry) consists predominantly

of reddish-brown shale logged as “red-rock.” Local thin sand lenses

occur in this shale. This is the “pink rock” of the Tidioute quad-

rangle.

First Warren sand. The First Warren sand lies at an average in-

terval of 980 feet below the top of the Corry sandstone. The interval

from the Second sand to the First AVarren ranges from 610 to 635

feet. The First Warren ranges in thickness from 20 to 75 feet and

averages about 40 feet. This sand appears to be present under the

quadrangle, except, possibly, the northwestern quarter. This sand is

variously designated “Baker,” “Elizabeth” and “Tiona” in the

well records.
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Second Warren sand. The Second A\ arren sand is recorded in only

two wells in the quadrangle. It apparently consists of a sandy shale

zone about 85 feet thick in which occur sand layers 15 to 10 feet thick.

The top of this zone lies about 1,080 feet below the top of the Corry

sandstone.

Queen sand. A sandy shale zone occupies the interval extending

from 1,200 to 1,300 feet below the Corry sandstone. In this interval, at

approximately 1,220 feet below the Corry, a sand 10 to 20 feet thick

is recorded in four wells in the quadrangle. This sand, which is desig-

nated “Second Warren” or “Stray” in the records, is probably the

Queen sand of the Tidioute quadrangle

Speechley sand. The top of the Speechley sand lies 1,350 to 1,370

feet below the top of the Corry sandstone in this quadrangle. The

sand ranges from 10 to 30 feet and averages 20 feet thick. It is

designated “Clarendon,” “Speechley” and “Stray” in the well rec-

ords. This sand has been correlated, by means of a section run to the

type Speechley locality near Coal Ilill in Pine Grove Township,

Venango County, with the uppermost part of the true Speechley sand.

No oil or gas is reported in this sand in this quadrangle.

Tiona (“Speechley”) sand. The sand here called the Tiona is most

commonly designated the Speechley sand in the records and by the

operators in this quadrangle. It is here called Tiona because that name

is used for it in the adjoining Oil City quadrangle, and because the

correlation sections to the Speechley type locality indicate that it lies

lower than the bottom of the true Speechley. It has not been correlated

with the Tiona sand of Warren county.

The interval from the top of this “Tiona” sand to the top of the

Corry increases irregularly from 1,480 feet at the edge of the quad-

rangle east of Reed to 1,510 feet at Bully Hill. It is a very fine-

grained, light brown sandstone. Locally pebbles are reported in it. A
northeast-trending belt of this sand occurs in the southeastern part of

the quadrangle. A thickness map of the sand in this belt is published

as figure 1 of this report. Outside the zero-thickness line of this belt,

as drawn on this thickness map, the sand is not recorded anywhere in

the quadrangle. Within this belt the maximum thickness of the sand

is 30 feet. Intervals to other beds indicate that the thickening of this

sand is accomplished by additions at the top of the sand body. This

is the only sand below the \renango Oil Sand group producing oil or

gas in this quadrangle. The field producing gas from it is discussed

later in this report.

Beeper horizons. The two deepest wells in the quadrangle are the

Galloway well near Franklin (pi. 1, no. 54) and the Conway well
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2 miles north of Ivennerdell (no. 290). In neither of these wells were

any sands reported below the Tiona horizon. Neither of these wells

reached the Oriskany horizon. Those interested in the possibilities

of the Oriskany and deeper horizons are referred to the general works

on the deeper sands of northwestern Pennsylvania. 1

OIL AND GAS POOLS

The oil and gas pools and fields of the Franklin quadrangle are

described below in the order of the sands from which they are pro-

ducing. A field is considered to be a group of pools located near each

other and closely related geologically. The practice in the discussion

below is first to describe a field, where the pools can be grouped into

a field, giving features common to all its pools and then to give under

the pool descriptions only the features of that pool which are not

applicable to the entire field.

METHODS USED IN ESTIMATING RESERVES

Following the description of each pool estimates are made of the

total oil remaining in the producing sand in that pool and of the

quantity of this oil that may be recovered. Inasmuch as uniformity

does not exist either in the pools themselves or in the quantity and

accuracy of the data on the several pools, these estimates must vary

both in the methods used in reaching them and in their accuracy.

In general a volumetric method is used in estimating total oil con-

tent. The necessary data collected, determined, or estimated are the

average thickness of “pay” sand, the average oil content in barrels

per acre-foot of this sand, and the number of acres of oil-bearing sand.

Multiplication of these factors gives the estimated total oil content.

Variations from this procedure will be discussed wherever they arrive

in making the estimates.

Estimates concerning the quantity of this remaining oil that can

be recovered must be even more approximate. It has been concluded,

on the basis of studies in the laboratory and in Venango pools out-

side this quadrangle, that only the oil in excess of 150 barrels per

acre-foot can be recovered. It has been further concluded that by
close spacing, and intensive application of air, gas or other secondary
recovery methods the oil in excess of 150 barrels per acre-foot may be
recovered. 2

1 Fettke, Chas. R., Subsurface stratigraphy of north-western Pennsylvania : Penna.
Topog. and Geol. Survey, Progress Report 114 (1935).

Fettke, Chas. R., Subsurface studies of deep oil and gas sand explorations : Producer’s
Monthly (June, 1940), pp. 24-37.

Cathcart, S. H., Supplementary record of deep sand wells in Pennsylvania : Penna.
Topog. and Geol. Survey, Progress Report 117 (1937).

Fettke, Chas. R., Subsurface sections across western Pennsylvania : Penna. Topog. and
Geol. Survey Progress Report 127 (1941).

2 Dickey, P. A., Oil geology of the Titusville Quadrangle: Penna. Topog. and Geol.
Survey, Bull. M 22, 1941.
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The estimates of the quantities of oil that may be considered recov-

erable are actually, then, estimates of the quantities present in the

different pools in excess of 150 barrels per acre-foot. These estimates

of recoverable oil are generally larger than the actually expected re-

coveries because of the intensive application of secondary recovery

methods necessary to achieve them. Although the final estimates of

recoverable oil are based in all the pools on this basis of oil in excess

of 150 barrels per acre-foot, the descriptions of the conditions of the

sands in the various pools should be carefully studied in connection

with these estimates better to determine whether this oil can be

economically, or physically, recovered.

CORRY SANDSTONE

The Corry is not commercially productive in this quadrangle. Salt

water was reported in it on a lease northeast of Astral and on another

about 1 mile west of Coal City. On the latter lease one well formerly

produced a small quantity of gas from it.

Cussewago Group—“Berea” Sand

The “Berea” sand of this quadrangle is the Gas sand of the

Hilliards quadrangle and lies in the Cussewago group. It has been

proven commercially productive in this quadrangle in only the small

gas pool in the southwestern part of the quadrangle shown in Plate 2.

The sand in this pool averages about 20 feet thick.

Development of this pool started in 1910. Five of the six pro-

ductive wells drilled here are now abandoned. One of the wells is

said to have produced 420,000 cubic feet of gas daily but the other

wells were less productive. The sand here lies at depths ranging

from about 600 to 700 feet. The gas accumulation here is in a syneline

(pi. 1). The data available indicate that the sand is absent up-dip to

the west.

POOLS OF THE FIRST SAND FORMATION

“CLOVER SEED” PRODUCTION

The top member of the First Sand formation, the Clover Seed sand

of the Hilliards quadrangle, is not commercially productive in the

Franklin quadrangle. In the southeastern part of the quadrangle a

few wells have encountered small quantities of oil and water at this

horizon, but throughout the remainder of the quadrangle this sand is

probably absent.

First Sand Oil Pools

More oil has been produced from the First sand in this quadrangle

than from any other sand except the Second. The areas producing

from the First sand are shown on Plate 2 and are described below.
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FRANKLIN HEAVY OIL FIELD

The Franklin Heavy Oil field is an extensive area characterized by

the type of oil produced from it. This field (fig. 5) is not a con-

tinuous producing area, but all First Sand oil within its limits is

several degrees lower in gravity than the oils of the other Venango

Sand fields. This “heavy oil” is about 31° A.P.I. and bright green.

It is especially valuable because of the large percentage of high-grade

lubricating oil that it contains. It is lower in the percentage of gaso-

line than the other Venango Sand Crudes. It is distinguished also

by having a paraffinic base and napthenic light fractions. It is classed

as an intermediate base oil by the U. S. Bureau of Mines. 1

The discovery well of this field was drilled late in 1859. Oil seeps

in the bed and along the banks of French Creek at Franklin had been

known and utilized long before the drilling of the Drake well at Titus-

Figure 2. Production-decline curve of Franklin heavy oil field

ville in 1859. Immediately following the successful completion of the

Drake well, Mr. E. Evans, encouraged by an oil seep on his Franklin

property, deepened his water well. Oil was struck in a crevice at 72

feet and, when tubed, the well produced, by hand pumping, 10 to 15

barrels of oil daily. This well, which was located on the west bank
of French Creek opposite The Point, was the first productive well in

this quadrangle and the third in the Venango district.

The Evans well made Franklin one of the early scenes of intensive

development. In 1861, before the area was thoroughly tested, develop-

ment here was stopped abruptly bjr the drilling of flowing wells along

Oil Creek. 2 A second period of development starting about 18G9

reached its peak before 1875. Production statistics for this field from
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1875 to 1939 are published as a decline curve in figure 2 of this report.

Drilling, which occurred periodically throughout this period, was par-

ticularly active from 1878 to 1880 and from 1890 to 1910.

The first sand, the producing horizon of this field, is predominantly

coarse-grained sandstone and conglomerate. It ranges up to 85 feet

thick (fig. 5). Although commercially productive in less than half

the surface area of the field, the First sand here is rarely totally

devoid of oil. Drilling has proved that no large pools occur wdthin

the non-productive portions of the field. In these non-productive

areas the sand is generally thin, tightly cemented, and contains water.

The structure of the top of the producing sand in the Franklin

Heavy Oil field is shown on Plate 2. Except for a gentle south-

plunging anticline between Wyattville and Oak Forest School and a

gentle syncline east of this school, the structure of the sand is a fairly-

uniform south regional dip. In this field, as in most of the Yenango

district, the localization of oil accumulation has been influenced much
more by the sand conditions than by the structure.

For more detailed discussion of the producing portions of the field

it is divided into the Franklin, Sugar Creek, Niles, and Oak Forest

School pools.

FRANKLIN POOL

The Franklin pool is the eastern part of the Franklin Heavy Oil

field. (See figure 5.) This is the most important pool of the field and

has probably produced more oil than all the remainder of the field.

The Evans discovery well was at the south edge of this pool.

The First sand in the Franklin pool is 20 to 85 feet thick (fig. 5)

and from 270 to 750 feet deep. Thicknesses of over 80 feet are present

only at Galloway and under an area of only about 10 acres. South-

ward from Galloway the sand thins to 30 feet at Rocky Grove and

then thickens to 70 feet at The Point. The sand ranges in texture

from fine-grained to pebbly. The “pay” part of the sand lies in the

lower portion of it and constitutes 50 to 60 percent of the total sand

thickness. Core records for eight wells in this pool were available

for this report. These wells are so spaced over the pool that, it is

thought, they give a representative picture of it. The average sand

thickness in these eight wells is 53.6 feet of which 45 feet was cored.

The porosity of the sand in the cored wells ranges from 3.1 to 23.1

percent and averages 13.9 percent. Horizontal permeability of the

sand ranges from 0 to 19,000 millidarcies. The permeability is ex-

tremely variable within short distances. Vertical permeability, as

determined in two cores, is approximately the same as horizontal

1 Smith, N. A. C. and Lane, E. C., Tabulated analyses o£ representative crude petro-

leums of the United States: U. S. Bureau of Mines Bull. 291 (1928), p. 58.
2 Newton, J. H., History of Venango County: J. A. Caldwell Co. (1879), p. 282.
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permeability in the same samples. The sand is slightly cross-bedded.
The average oil content is 214 barrels per acre-foot. In barrels of
oil per acre the sand, as evidenced by these cores, ranges from 3,340
to 15,685 and averages 9,670. Oil saturation ranges from 0 to 50.1

percent and averages 20.5 percent of pore volume. Water saturation
ranges from 0 to 98 percent of pore volume. Further data from these

cores is given below where they are utilized in estimating the reserves.

Two of the core analyses are published as figure 3.

Production. Initial productions of the earlier wells in this pool
ranged up to about 150 barrels of oil per day. Most of the larger

wells were located at The Point, Galloway, and Patchel Run, where
initial productions during 1870-1875 ranged from 75 to 150 barrels

of oil per day. These wells generally declined rapidly to a settled

production of about 8 barrels per day. The wells along Twomile Run
varied widely in their initial productions. This is thought to have
been the result, in part at least, of crevices in the sand. One “crevice”
well a mile from the mouth of Twomile Run is reported to have
started producing at a rate of 10 barrels of' oil per hour. AVells

drilled since the early period of flush production have, of course, had
much lower initial productions. One group of 139 wells drilled since

1880 had an average daily initial production of 5.65 barrels of oil

and declined within 30 days to 1.5 barrels.

The present average daily production per well for the different

leases in the pool ranges from y8 to 5/16 barrel. Most of the wells

now producing were drilled prior to 1910.

Salt water in large quantities is present in the productive sand of

this pool, especially on Patchel Run and Twomile Run. The daily

production of water per well ranges up to 27 barrels or more and

averages 7 barrels. The chloride content of this water ranges from

8,700 to 55,000 parts per million. In general the salinity of the

water varies inversely with the amount of water produced, but some

wells in the central part of the pool produce over 20 barrels per day

of water of high chloride content. Locally along the north, east, and

south edges of the pool surface water has entered the sand through

improperly plugged wells or through leaky casing, and is producing

an accidental water-flood. The wells in" these portions of the pool

generally produce large quantities of less saline water. The water

from 16 wells was guaged both during 1940 and a few years pre-

viously. Of these wells 9 had increased in water production, 4 had

decreased, and 3 remained unchanged. Some of the wells that had

increased in water production are located in or near areas that have

been flooded, but others are in the central unflooded part of the pool.
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Customary well spacing in this pool ranges between 100 and 200

feet. In the better parts of the area wells were more closely spaced

and in the poorer parts spacing was increased to as much as 300 feet.

Redrilling between locations has been practised, particularly at Gallo-

way and The Point, and many of the earlier wells cannot be found.

Casing through the “40-foot sand” (bottom of Shenango forma-

tion) is required in most of the wells, and in wells located close to the

Allegheny River casing must extend through the Corry. Some of the

wells northeast of Galloway required easing only to a point about 450

feet above the Corry.

Pumping of the wells for 24 hours a day is required to secure maxi-

mum production. This continuous pumping is necessitated by the

large quantities of water that must be handled. Electric motors and

gas engines are used as prime movers in the pumping. Both the

electricity and the gas must be purchased. The pool never produced

much gas and does not now produce enough to pump the wells.

Corrosion resulting from the water produced with the oil is very

destructive to the casing and other equipment. Steel equipment will

last only a few years and wrought iron tubing and casing, and wooden
sucker rods are generally used. Recent experiments with alloy steel

equipment indicate that they may prove satisfactory here.

In recent years trouble has been experienced in handling the oil

during extremely cold weather. This is probably due to a combina-

tion of the effects of having operated under a vacuum and of the oil

having formed an emulsion with the water, especially the fresh water.

Locally “tretolite” is successfully used to cut the emulsion.

Secondary recovery: The use of vacuum, which was initiated in

1920, has been practised in most of the pool and has proven successful

in increasing oil production. Vacuum of about 20 points is generally

used. Discontinuance of the vacuum reduces production.

Intensive repressuring has not been practised, but at least three

air-injection projects' have been attempted. Oil production was in-

creased appreciably by air injection, but by-passing occurred within

so short a time as to discourage continuance of the projects. In one

of these projects oil production increased at 90' pounds per square

inch pressure, but at higher pressures by-passing occurred. In all

these air-injection products, as nearly as could be determined, the

pressure was applied uniformly to the entire face of the sand in old

producing wells. This method of injection has been tried in other

fields and usually results in early by-passing where, as in this pool,

highly permeable layers constitute a part of the sand body.
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Aii intensive water-flood experiment, using the methods developed

at Bradford, was attempted northwest of Franklin from the latter

part of 1936 until early in 1938. The project was abandoned in 1938.

According to local operators, fresh water forms an emulsion with the

oil.

During 1940 the attempt was made to produce more oil from this

pool by means of diamond-drill holes penetrating horizontally in the

sand body. The plan was to start the holes at an angle of 20 to 30

degrees from the horizontal and to deflect the drill by means of wedges

so that the last several hundred feet of the hole would lie in the oil

sand. A 443-foot vertical hole from the surface through the oil sand

was first cored to secure additional stratigraphic and other data. The

project was abandoned because mechanical difficulties encountered

in this type of drilling, although not insurmountable, indicated that

the cost of the project would be disproportionate to the volume of oil

recoverable at the location tested.

Reserves. The Franklin pool includes 4,420 acres of productive, or

formerly-productive, First sand. The main body of the pool is about

3,925 acres. Within this part of the pool production is, or was, con-

tinuous. The remaining 495 acres of the pool consist of small out-

lying productive areas included, for convenience, as a part of this

pool. See figure 5.

The average thickness of the First sand in the 3,925 acres consti-

tuting the main part of the pool is 47 feet. The oil content of the

sand in the eight cored wells previously mentioned ranged from

almost none to 580 barrels per acre-foot for individual samples. The

average oil content of the sand body in these eight wells ranged from

142 to 283 barrels per acre-foot. The over-all average oil content for

these wells is 214 barrels per acre-foot. Assuming that this average

applies throughout the 3,925 acres, and this assumption is probably

essentially correct, an estimate of 39,500,000 barrels of oil remaining

in the sand in this part of the pool is reached.

Lack of reliable data on the sand thickness and oil content in the

outlying 495 acres of the pool makes reserve estimates there less re-

liable. It seems reasonable, however, to assume an average sand thick-

ness of 35 feet and an oil content of 200 barrels per acre-foot for these

areas. On these assumptions, it is estimated that about 3,500,000

barrels of oil remain in these outlying parts of the pool. This

quantity, added to the estimate for the main part of the pool, leads to

an estimate of 43,000,000 barrels of oil remaining -in the Franklin

pool.

If the oil in the Franklin pool in excess of 1 50 barrels per acre-foot

is recoverable, about 12,000,000 barrels of oil can be recovered from
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the 3,925 acres constituting the main pool and about 850,000 barrels

from the outlying 495 acres, or a total of 12,850,000 for the Franklin

pool. This is an average of 2,900 barrels of oil per acre.

Experiments on water and air flooding of samples taken from one

of the cored wells in the Franklin pool and conducted in the labora-

tory of one of the producing companies indicate that it may not be

physically possible to reduce the oil content of the First sand of this

field to below about 200 barrels per acre-foot. About 40 percent of

the thickness of the producing sand of this pool has, as indicated by

the eight cored wells, an average oil content more than 200 barrels per

acre-foot. This 40 percent of the sand averages 305 barrels per acre-

foot. On this basis, of 105 barrels per acre-foot recoverable from 40

percent of the 47 foot average sand thickness, an estimate of 7,750,000

barrels recoverable is indicated for the 3,925 acres of the main pool.

Similarly about 700,000 barrels of recoverable oil is indicated for the

outlying parts of the pool, giving a total of about 8,350,000 barrels

for the entire Franklin pool. This is an average of about 1,900 barrels

of recoverable oil per acre.

SUGAR CREEK POOL

The Sugar Creek pool is in the western part of the Franklin Heavy

Oil field, and extends from immediately south of French Creek oppo-

site the village of Sugarcreek to Wyattville. (See figure 5.) Drilling

for oil in this area promptly followed that in the Franklin pool and,

in general, the history has been much the same.

The First sand in this part of the Franklin Heavy Oil field ranges

from 30 to 70 feet in thickness and averages about 50 feet. Its depth

ranges from about 250 to 450 feet. The sand ranges in texture from

fine-grained to very pebbly. The pebble sand is generally poorly

cemented. The sand is reported to contain many “crevices” which

contain very large quantities of water.

The “pay” part of the sand ranges in thickness from 15 to 60 feet

and averages about 20 feet. North of the village of Sugarcreek the

“pay” consists of four or five layers of good oil-bearing sand sepa-

rated by layers of sandstone containing very little oil.

Production. Some wells near the village of Sugarcreek are reported

to have had initial productions as high as 100 barrels of oil daily and

a well north of Sugarcreek is said to have produced initially 50 to 60

barrels daily. Recently drilled wells initially produce, by continuous

pumping, 1 to 5 barrels of oil per day. The average daily production

of the wells in this pool is between *4 and % barrel. The oil is about

32° A.P.I. gravity and contains little gas.
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Salt water in large quantities is produced with the oil. During
the early development of the pool many wells required long periods of

continuous pumping of water before any oil was produced. On the

flats of Sugar Creek the wells require 40 to 70 feet of drive pipe,

and casing through the Corry sandstone, 120 to 160 feet deep.

Well spacing is as much as 300 feet or more. In the intensively de-

veloped areas, spacing of about 100 feet has often been practised.

Air injection has been attempted as a secondary recovery method
in at least one part of this pool but the results were not ascertained.

Reserves. The Sugar Creek pool includes 900 acres of productive

or formerly productive territory. From the information available it

is estimated that the average oil content per acre-foot of the First

sand here is 210 barrels through an average sand thickness of 50 feet.

From these data it is estimated that about 9,500,000 barrels of oil

remain in the First sand of this area. Assuming the oil in excess of

150 barrels per acre-foot can be recovered, an estimate of 2,700,000

barrels of recoverable oil is made. This is 3,000 barrels of oil per

acre.

NILES pool 1

The Niles oil pool is that part of the Franklin Heavy Oil field lo-

cated between French Creek and Niles. Two small productive areas

south of Niles are, for convenience, included in this pool.

Most of the development in this area occurred about 1900 and the

pool is now largely abandoned.

The First sand north of Niles generally consists of 15 feet or more

of pebbly “pay” sand underlain by 20 feet or more of finer water-

bearing sand. The permeability of the pebbly upper part of the sand

ranges as high as 12,000 millidarcies. The small area southwest of

Niles has approximately 20 feet of First sand, of which about 12 feet

is “pay” sand. The depth of First sand in the Niles pool ranges, ac-

cording to topography, from 300 to 700 feet.

Initial productions of early wells in the Niles pool ranged from a

few barrels up to 100 barrels of oil daily. The pool was very

“spotty,” some wells initially producing up to 100 barrels having been

off-set by wells producing less than 1 barrel daily. Present daily pro-

duction of oil per well is about one-tenth barrel. The sand contains

large quantities of salt water.

Customary well spacing in this pool was 125 to 300 feet. Although

some of the wells near Polk require as much as 135 feet of drive pipe,

only 20 to 40 feet are needed in most of the pool. Casing through

the “40-foot sand” (bottom of Shenango formation) is required in

most of the wells, but wells located topographically high require cas-
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ing only to a point about 250 feet above the Corry sandstone (through

upper sand member of Shenango formation). Wells located on the

flats near French Creek are cased through the Corry.

An experiment in water-flooding the sand northwest of Niles showed

that the water will remove only small quantities of the oil from the

top permeable part of the sand. An air-injection experiment in the

same area also was a failure. With an air pressure of 10 pounds the

air blew through several hundred feet of sand in only a few days and

moved no oil.

Reserves. The Niles pool includes 500 acres. From the few data

available it is estimated that the First sand contains an average of

1,500 barrels per acre in this area. It is, accordingly, estimated that

2,250,000 barrels of oil remain in this pool. It is thought that no

more than an average of 900 barrels per acre can be recovered from

this area. It is, then, estimated that 450,000 barrels of oil may be re-

covered in this pool. This estimate is, again, based on the assumption

that oil in excess of 150 barrels per acre-foot can be recovered.

OAK FOREST POOL

The Oak Forest pool is in the northern part of the Franklin Heavy

Oil field. (See figure 5.) Successful wells were drilled in the north-

eastern part of the pool before 1864. Later periods of development

occurred about 1900 and 1920.

The First sand in this pool lies at depths ranging from about 450

to 700 feet. It is fine-grained to pebbly, and locally is very permeable.

The thickness of the sand ranges from 20 to more than 80 feet and

averages about 55 feet. Approximately the top 25 feet of the sand

is considered “pay” sand.

Initial production of some of the early wells in the northern part

of the pool was 100 barrels or more of oil daily. As nearly as can be

determined this pool originally contained more gas than did the re-

mainder of the Franklin Heavy Oil field. To avoid pumping the

large quantities of salt water present in the sand, particularly in the

bottom part of it, most of the wells were drilled only far enough into

the sand to penetrate the “pay.” The wells declined rapidly and the

entire pool is now abandoned.

The oil of this pool was classed as a “second grade” of Franklin

heavy oil, characterized by a poorer cold test

—

i. e., congealing at a

higher temperature. For this reason the oil did not command the

premium that the other Franklin heavy crude received. An arbitrary

line separating the areas of the two types of crude was drawn. This

line is the southern limit of the pool as drawn on figure 10. It is
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reported that the lower price paid for the oil of this pool hastened its

abandonment.

Customary well spacing in this pool was 20 to 300 feet. So far

as could be determined no secondary recovery method has been tried

in this pool.

Reserves. The Oak Forest pool included 1,000 acres of formerly
productive territory. No core records from the pool are available.

On the basis of the known thickness and other data obtained on the

sand, and its similarity to the Franklin pool, it is estimated that the

average present oil content of the sand here is about 10,000 barrels per

acre. It is, accordingly, estimated that 10,000,000 barrels of oil re-

main in this pool. It is further estimated that about 3,000,000 barrels

of this oil is present in excess of 150 barrels per acre-foot and may be

recoverable.

Outlying pools

No important oil pools, other than those included within the Frank-

lin Heavy Oil field, occur in this quadrangle. Numerous small areas

of First Sand oil production occur throughout the quadrangle, how-

ever, and a part of the important Henderson gas field is included

within this quadrangle. (See Plate 2.) The small oil-producing

areas are briefly described below, following which the Pearl and Hen-

derson gas-producing areas are discussed.

The Prichard pool is the small oil-producing area lying east of

Prichard School in the northeastern part of the quadrangle. The

First sand here is 50 to 75 feet thick and lies at depths ranging from

about 500 to 600 feet. Although locally pebbly in the upper part

the sand is generally medium-grained. The bottom 23 feet of the

sand is the
‘

‘ pay ’

’ part of it. The oil is high gravity and green. Out-

side the limits of the pool, as shown on Plate 2, the sand contains salt

water. '

, * ; « i

The Utica pool, if it may properly be called a pool, is a small area

southwest of Utica in which First Sand oil was formerly produced.

The wells have long been entirely abandoned. A well in this pool is

probably the well described by Wrigley 1 as producing 7 barrels daily

of heavy oil sometime previous to 1874.

The Minerva pool, situated about 3 miles south of Raymilton, is the

largest of these smaller outlying pools. During its development, from

1898 to 1900, some of the wells flowed. One well, drilled in 1899 near

the westernmost edge of the pool, is reported to have made 100 barrels

of oil daily. 2 The First sand here lies at depths ranging from 600 to

800 feet. The “pay” sand is the lower of the two First Sand mem-

1 Wrigley, H. E., The Oil Region: Penna. Second. Geol. Survey, Report J (1875), p. 35.
2 Derrick’s Handbook of Petroleum, vol. 2, p. 57.
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bers described on page 18 of this report. It is here poorly cemented

pebbly sand 15 to 20 feet thick. Most of the wells were drilled only

through the pay because water is present in the lower part of the

sand. The oil is heavy gravity and black. The pool was abandoned

about 1925.

Besides these pools several smaller First Sand oil areas or isolated

wells are indicated on Plate 2. The wells at North Sandy are reported

to have produced both oil and gas from this sand. A well 1.7 miles

east of North Sandy is said to have been capable of producing 20

barrels of oil daily from the First sand. Locally in the Raymilton

Third Sand oil pool the lower member of the First sand, which is here

10 to 20 feet thick, produces both oil and gas. The highest initial daily

production of these wells was 40 barrels of oil. Where not oil- or gas-

bearing in this pool the sand contains salt water. Two small areas

three miles east of Raymilton and a larger area one mile south of

Raymilton produced oil from the lower member of this sand. In the

small productive area south of Kennerdell, the First sand is about

60 feet thick, of which 10 to 15 feet is “pay” sand. In the other

productive areas in the southeastern part of the quadrangle the sand

is 45 to 60 feet thick, of which 10 to 20 feet is “pay” sand. Several

hundred barrels of oil were produced from a First Sand well on the

east side of Sugar Creek 1.3 miles north of Wyattville. Wells drilled

recently near this well were non-productive. Good “shows” of oil in

the First sand were encountered in several wells in the Bully Hill

Second Sand pool but it is not productive there.

On Plate 2 in the areas producing from deeper sands only the

First Sand dry holes are shown for which records of this sand were ob-

tained. Outside these areas all wells known to have tested the First

sand and found it non-productive are shown.

Oil Reserves in the Outlying First Sand Pools

Outside the Franklin Heavy Oil field there are 500 acres of produc-

ing and abandoned First Sand territory. From the meager data

available on the small pools it is estimated that 2,000,000 barrels of

011 remain in the 500 acres. Probably 500,000 barrels is a reasonable

estimate of the quantity of this oil that can be considered recoverable.

First Sand Gas Pools

The First Sand gas pools of this quadrangle are all located in the

southwestern part of it. Outside this part of the area very little gas

has been encountered in this sand.

HENDERSON GAS FIELD

The eastern part of the Henderson gas field is in the southwestern

part of this quadrangle. The First Sand formation in this field lies
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at depths ranging- from 580 to 760 feet and is from 70 to 90 feet thick.

A medial shale break, 3 to 28 feet thick, divides the formation here

into two members. Most of the gas is derived from the lower sand

member, which is pebbly and ranges np to 35 feet thick. The develop-

ment of this field began about 1899. Initially the wells produced

from 20,000 to more than 1,000,000 cubic feet of gas daily.

The localization of gas accumulation in this field is thought to have

been strongly influenced by the structure. As shown on Plate 1 it is

high structurally. As nearly as could be determined the sand con-

tinues beyond the field and is water-bearing.

PEARL POOL

The Pearl pool, located about 3 miles east of the Henderson gas

field, was developed in 1922 and 1923 and abandoned in 1938. The

First sand here is 70 to 90 feet thick and lies at depths of 800 to

850 feet. The “pay” part of the sand is 10 to 24 feet thick. This

“pay” immediately underlies a one-foot shale break which occurs in

the central part of the sand body.

The pool produced both oil and gas. Initial productions were as

much as 1,000,000 cubic feet of gas daily and about 1 barrel of green

oil daily. Dry holes have been drilled on all sides of the pool. The

accumulation of oil and gas here was stratigraphic

—

i. e., it is a “sand-

condition” pool and not structurally controlled.

Several isolated wells in the southwestern part of the quadrangle

have encountered “shows” of gas in the First sand and a few wells

east of Hickory Grove Church have produced gas from this sand.

(See Plate 2.)

AMBER SAND

The Amber sand, the bottom member of the First Sand formation

(pp. 15, 18-19) was reported productive in only one well in this quad-

rangle. This well (no. 46 in list of well records) is in the north-

eastern part of the quadrangle, 1.7 miles east of Bethel Church.

Several other wells in this part of the quadrangle encountered

“shows” of oil in this sand. The sand is absent in most of the quad-

rangle.

POOLS OF THE SECOND SAND FORMATION

RED VALLEY SAND PRODUCTION

The Red Valley member of the Second Sand formation (pp. 15, 19)

extends only a short distance into the eastern part of the Franklin

quadrangle. A well on the small island in the Allegheny River and

a well 0.8 mile further west are the only producing Red Valley wells

in the quadrangle. Several wells along the edge of the quadrangle

east of Franklin encountered “shows” of oil in this sand. Two
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wells in the extreme southeastern part of the quadrangle (pi. 3) for-

merly produced gas from the Red Valley sand.

Second Sand Pools

The Second is the most important oil-producing sand in this quad-

rangle. The areas producing from this sand are shown on Plate 3

and are described below.

FOSTER-RENO FIELD

The Foster-Reno field, the largest producing area in the quadrangle,

extends from three miles south of Foster, through Reno and north-

eastward into the Oil City quadrangle. The part of this field included

within the Franklin quadrangle (pi. 3) is triangular in shape. The

northwestern boundary of the field has an average trend of N. 30°

E., but curves slightly. The southeastern boundary trends N. 47° E.

The producing sand of this field is the upper member of the Second

sand. This member thickens and increases in pebble content across

the field from northwest to southeast, the most pebbly sand lying near

the southeastern boundary of the field. The northwestern boundary

of production is clearly a stratigraphic boundary controlled by thin-

ning and loss of porosity of the sand. This boundary is diagonally

up the dip of the sand body. The southern boundary, with an aver-

age trend of N. 69° E., conforms in general with the 510-foot Second

Sand structural contour and is thought to be primarily of structural

control and to mark the former northwestern limit of edge water.

Southeast of the field the sand, as nearly as can be determined from

the data available, is as thick as within the producing area, but is

tightly cemented and, except locally, less pebbly.

Except in the Allegheny River where it crosses the field, oil pro-

duction is, or has been, essentially continuous through this area. It

was developed as separate pools, however, and is discussed below in

more detail by these pools.

FOSTER SECOND SAND POOL

The Foster pool is in the southern part of the Foster-Reno field.

It lies south and east of the Allegheny River and extends from East

Sandy through Foster to the end of production south of Brandon.

The producing area one mile south of Brandon and west of the river

is here considered a part of this pool.

It was known as early as 1877 that the Second sand contains salt

water and oil,
1 but development in this sand was slow. Most of the

development was after 1896
;
during 1900-1912 it was particularly

active.

1 Carll, J. F., Oil Well Records in Venango, etc., Counties : Pennsylvania 2d Geol.
Survey, Report II (1877), p. 215.
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The Second sand in this pool ranges in thickness from 15 to 30

feet and averages about 22 feet. It lies at depths ranging from 450

feet at the river to 1,080 -on the higher hills. The “pay” part of the

sand is 5 to 15 feet thick and averages about 11 feet. This “pay” lies

in the medial portion of the sand and is overlain and underlain by
several feet of non-productive sand.

Production. The initial production of the wells in this pool ranged

from 1 to 8 barrels of oil per day. The present daily production is

1/10 to 1/12 barrel of oil daily. The A.P.I. gravity of the oil ranges

from 34.6 in a well 1.5 miles south of Brandon to 35.7 one mile west

of Foster.

So far as could be ascertained, secondary recovery has not been

attempted in this pool, and no wells have been drilled on the river

island in the southern part of the pool.

Reserves. The oil reserves of the Foster pool can be only approxi-

mated because the Second sand has not been cored here. The oil

content averaged for the total thickness of the Second sand in the

other parts of the Foster-Reno field is about 285 barrels per acre-

foot. A conservative estimate for the Foster pool is thought to be 20

feet of sand averaging 250 barrels per acre-foot, that is 5,000 barrels

per acre. With an area of 2,250 acres a total of 11,250,000 barrels

of oil is, then, indicated as remaining in the Second sand of the Foster

pool. Of this total 5,000,000 barrels are in excess of 150 barrels per

acre-foot and, therefore, considered recoverable.

BULLY HILL SECOND SAND POOL

The Bully Hill pool is that part of the Foster-Reno field lying in

Sandy Creek Township, west of the Allegheny River.

The first producing well in this pool was drilled late in 1859 or

early in 1860. This was the Hoover and Stewart well located on the

west bank of the river about 2 miles below Franklin. 1 This well pro-

duced between 20 and 30 barrels of oil daily. Other wells were drilled

along the river in this vicinity soon afterward. The main develop-

ment on the higher ground west of the river started after wells drilled

in 1871-76 for Third Sand production had indicated the possibilities

of the Second sand in this area. Seifer No. 1 well located 0.6 mile

north of East Grove Church is credited with starting the main de-

velopment of the pool. It was drilled in 1877 and is still producing.

From 1895 to 1910 was a period of active development in this pool.

The Second sand in this pool ranges in depth from 450 feet along

the river to 1,000 feet on the hills. In thickness it ranges from 16 to

1 Giddens, Paul H., The Birth of the Oil Industry: The Macmillan Co. (1938), p. 72.
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30 feet and averages 24 feet. In the eastern part of the pool the sand

consists of alternating layers of pebble sand, “sugar” sand, and a

few layers of very fine-grained hard sand. The pebbles are generally

flat and rounded or elliptical in outline. They are less than one-

quarter inch in greatest diameter. The sand is firmly cemented re-

gardless of grain size. Shale breaks from half an inch to 1 inch in

thickness are encountered locally. The upper part of the sand is

coarser than the lower. The permeability of the sand ranges from 5

to 200 millidarcies and is generally less than 100. Locally in this

part of the pool the permeability is very variable both in different

parts of the sand in the same well and from well to well. In general,

however, this sand is uniform in comparison with other Venango

sands. Drillers’ records indicate that the “pay” sand is about 17

feet thick and lies in the lower part of the sand body. The core

records, on the other hand, indicate that the sand body is essentially

all “pay” sand. In the western part of the pool the sand is finer-

grained than in the eastern part and much less pebbly. The “pay”
sand in this western part of the pool is 8 to 20 feet thick.

Fifteen core analyses of the Second sand in this pool were avail-

able for this report. Ten of these analyses are complete. One of these

analyses is published in figure 4. Briefly summarized the core analyses

indicate

:

Thickness of oil-bearing sand—1G to 27 feet, average 22.4 feet.

Average thickness of sand containing oil in excess of 150 barrels

per acre-foot—21.3 feet.

Barrels of oil per acre-foot—66 to 546, averaging 295.

Barrels of oil per acre—3,560 to 9,600, averaging 6,601.

Percent porosity—3.13 to 27.7, averaging 17.4.

Percent oil saturation—9.4 to 55.8, averaging 24.8.

Permeability in millidarcies—0 to 2,600.

A narrow “streak” within which the wells were exceptionally good

producers is reported to extend from a point 1.2 miles northwest of

Coal City in a N. 25° E. direction to the river 1.5 miles east of Bully

Hill. This is the “Black Flag streak,” which is reported to average

about 50 feet wide. It is said that wells drilled east of this streak and
within about 700 feet of it are poor producers and that many of the

wells immediately west of it also are poor. Northwesterly-trending

streaks also are reported in this pool.

Production. Most of the early wells in this pool produced, initially,

between 4 and 40 barrels of oil daily. Locally, as across the Allegheny

River from East Sandy and near East Grove Church, wells with in-

itial productions up to 100 barrels daily were reported. Present daily

production of wells outside repressured areas is between 1/10 and
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1/12 barrel of oil and an equal quantity of salt water. The oil ranges

from 34.1° to 36.3° A.P.I. gravity.

The wells are customarily spaced about 300 feet apart, except in

repressured areas where they are more closely spaced. Most of the

wells are located in line, rather than uniformly over the area, in order

to follow hypothetical streaks.

Most of the wells are cased through the 40-foot sand (iShenango

formation) but some of the wells on the higher hills require casing

only to a point 625 feet above the Second sand (upper sand of

Shenango formation). Locally along the Allegheny the wells must

be cased through the First sand.

Power for pumping is furnished principally by gas engines. Some
of the leases use gas from their own wells in the “Speechley” (Tiona)

sand. For the other leases the gas must be purchased. The quantity

of gas available from the Second sand is very small.

Secondary recovery. Five air-drive projects are in operation in the

Bully Hill pool. The customary practise calls for a modified five-spot

pattern, coring the input wells. On one group of leases, with about

75 producing wells and 9 input wells, oil production is reported to

have been approximately trebled by the air drive. In this project two

or more packers are set in each input well. Air is injected and the

air-gas mixture obtained from the producing wells is used as fuel

to run the compressor. In general, then, this pool has responded

satisfactorily to air drive.

Reserves. From the data available, including the 15 core records

mentioned above, it is estimated that the 3,830 acres of producing

and abandoned Second sand of the Bully Hill pool contain approxi-

mately 25,300,000 barrels of oil. From these same data it is further

estimated that 11,700,000 barrels of this oil occurs in quantities above

150 barrels per acre-foot and is recoverable.

VICTORY-BREDINSBURG SECOND SAND POOL

The Victory area is that portion of the Foster-Reno field which is

bounded by East Sandy Creek, Allegheny River, Lower Twomile Run,

and the eastern edge of the quadrangle. The Bredinsburg area lies

north of the Victory area and extends from Lower Twomile Run
northward to the Allegheny River. Inasmuch as production is con-

tinuous from one of these areas into the other they will here be con-

sidered as a unit, the Vietory-Bredinsburg pool. Although produc-

ing wells had been drilled in this pool at least 20 years earlier, the

active development of it occurred from 1885 to 1910.

The Second sand in this pool ranges in thickness from 14 to 30

feet and averages 25 feet. It lies at depths ranging from 400 to 930
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feet. It consists of alternating fine-grained, medium-grained, and

pebbly layers. In -general the pebbly layers are in the upper part

of the sand body and increase in thickness toward the southeast. The

“pay” sand occupies the lower part of the sand body, averages 19

feet thick and ranges from 10 to 25 feet. As nearly as can be de-

termined from the data available the upper 3 to 10 feet of the sand

body was never saturated with oil and probably constituted a gas cap.

Although the concept of good and poor “streaks” influenced the loca-

tion of many of the wells in this pool, the data indicate that the sand

is fairly uniform in the area.

Screen analyses made by Chas. R. Fettke on five samples of the

Second sand from a well located 0.1 mile north of Lower Twomile

Run in the center of the pool are published as Table 2 below. The

porosity of the samples on which these screen analyses were made

was 5.5 percent at 661.5 feet, 10.5 percent at 662.5 feet, 9.5 percent

at 664.5 feet, 10.5 percent at 667.16 feet, and 16 percent at 673.67 feet.

TABLE 2.

Screen analyses of five samples of Venango Second sand

from Air Well No. 1 on Tract 82

Size of openings
Millimeters

Through Caught on

Depth
661.50 feet,

porosity 5.4

percent

Depth
662.50 feet,

porosity 10.7

percent

Depth
664.50 feet,

porosity 9.5
percent

Depth Depth
667.16 feet, 673.67 feet,

porosity 10.6 porosity 18.2

percent percent

6,680 4.699 1.7

4.699 3.327 3.0
3.327 2.362 9.3 1.8

2.362 1.651 25.5 .4 11.7 .3

1.651 1.168 18.6 .6 26.9 .6

1.168 .833 12.4 5.6 21.8 7.3 .0

.833 .589 8.4 14.7 15.3 30.8 .8

.589 .417 5.1 12.0 5.7 20.5 1.7

.417 .295 4.7 8.8 3.9 9.2 2.1

.295 .208 2.8 6.6 2.3 3.9 2.0

.208 .147 4.1 24.2 4.2 9.5 23.7

.147 .104 2.1 19.6 3.6 11.8 43.7

.104 .074 .7 3.2 1.2 3.6 16.2

.074 .061 .4 1.3 .4 1.0 3.6

.061 .046 .2 .6 .3 .4 1.4

.046 — .9 2.4 .8 1.2 4.2

Eleven core analyses of the Second sand in this pool were available

for this report. Briefly summarized these core analyses indicate

:

Thickness of oil-bearing sand—-12.9 to 27 feet, averaging 19.1 feet.

Barrels of oil per acre-foot—up to 324, averaging 277.

Barrels of oil per acre—4,000 to 7,490, averaging 5,280.

Percent porosity—12 to 16, averaging 15.

Percent oil saturation—22 to 29, averaging 27.

Permeability in millidarcies—0 to 524.
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The water saturation in these cores was generally two to three

times the oil saturation and the permeability was generally less than

100 millidarcies.

Production. The initial production of the earlier wells in this pool

ranged from 2 to 50 barrels of oil daily and, on some of the better

leases, averaged about 13 barrels. Present daily production per well

ranges from 1/20 to 1/3 barrel of oil and probably averages about

1/10 barrel. All producing wells are shot with 2 to 3 quarts of nitro-

glycerin per foot of pay sand. The wells produce % to 5 times as

much water as oil. The A.P.I. gravity of the oil ranges from 35.2 to

37 and, in general, increases toward the southeastern portion of the

pool.

Customary well spacing was 275 to 300 feet and very little redrill-

ing between locations has been done. All wells are cased through the

40-foot sand (bottom of Shenango formation) and along the Allegheny

River and Lower Twomile Run, casing through the Corry is required.

The First sand contains salt water in most of the pool and locally, as

at Astral, casing through it is required. Gas engines are the prime

movers in pumping the wells. The gas of the Second sand is almost

entirely exhausted and gas for these engines is either bought or is

supplied by “Speechley” (Tiona) wells on the lease.

Secondary) recovery. Three air-drive projects have been attempted

in this pool. On one of these a water flood was also attempted, but

with unsatisfactory results. One of the above air-drive projects, at

Astral, was continued for only a short time. Another on Lower Two-

mile Run one mile from the eastern edge of the quadrangle, has been

practised since 1929 with results that have been, in general, satis-

factory. In this project the input wells are spaced, on a 5-spot pat-

tern, 150 to 200 feet from producing wells. The other air-drive

project is on Lower Twomile Run at the eastern edge of the quad-

rangle and has proved satisfactory. The input wells in this project,

also on a 5-spot pattern, are 300 feet from producing wells. The

pressures used in the latter two of the above projects ranged from

300 to 365 lbs. per square inch.

Reserves. It is estimated that the 6,850 acres of Second sand in

this pool average 5,280 barrels of oil per acre and, therefore, contain

36,170,000 barrels of oil. There is a weighted average of 135 barrels

of oil per acre-foot in excess of the 150 barrels considered not recover-

able. It is further estimated, therefore, that the 6,850 acres with

average of 19 feet of sand contain about 17,500,000 barrels of oil

recoverable by secondary methods.
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RENO SECOND SAND POOL

The Reno pool is that portion of the Foster-Reno field lying north

of the Allegheny River (plate 3). Although producing wells were

drilled in this pool before 1864, most of the development occurred

after 1880.

The Second sand in this pool lies at depths ranging from 390 to

860 feet. It averages 20 feet in thickness and ranges from 10 to 27

feet. The sand consists, from top down, of 1 to 3 feet of pebble sand

of about 200 millidareies permeability, about 3 feet of tightly-cemented

sand ranging from 0 to 8 millidareies permeability, and about 15 feet

of light-brown medium- to coarse-grained sandstone ranging from 10

to 100 millidareies permeability. The sand becomes more pebbly to

the northeast and thinner and finer-grained toward the northwest.

These textual changes are gradual. Rapid lateral variations in

porosity and permeability of the sand are uncommon. The lower

“pay” part of the sand is 10 to 21 feet thick. This description of

the sand is based on five core analyses. One of these analyses is

shown in figure 4.

The initial production of early wells in this pool was generally less

than 20 barrels of oil per day. Present average daily production per

well averages about 1/10 barrel of oil and two to three times that

quantity of salt water. The A.P.I. gravity of the oil is about 35°.

Customarily well spacing was 250 to 350 feet and very little re-

drilling has been done. Casing through the Corry sandstone is

required in most of the wells and in some wells along the Allegheny

River the casing is continued through the First sand. Producing

wells are shot with 2 to 3 quarts of nitroglycerin per foot of pay

sand. Both gas engines and electric motors are used to pump the

wells. The gas and the electricity must be purchased.

The only secondary recovery method is an air-drive project half a

mile northwest of Reno. In this project a 7-spot pattern modified by

old wells is used. This gives one pressure well to two producers and

a spacing of about 150 feet. Air is injected at 340 to 400 pounds per

square inch. After several years’ operation the results are considered

satisfactory.

It is estimated that the 840 acres of the Reno pool contain approxi-

mately 5,000,000 barrels of oil of which 2,400,000 barrels of oil may
be considered recoverable.

BULXION-CXINTON YIIjLE OIL, POOL

The northern part of the Bullion-Clintonville oil pool of the Bill-

iards quadrangle 1 extends into the south-central part of the Franklin

1 Sherrill, R. E. and Matteson. L. S., Geology of the oil and gas fields of the Hilliards
Quadrangle, Pennsylvania : Pa. Topog. and Geol. Survey, Bull. 122, 1939, pp. 15, 20-21.
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quadrangle (pi. 3). Only that part of the pool lying in the Franklin

quadrangle is discussed in this report. The development of the pool

started in this quadrangle, on Bullion Run, in 1897, and extended

southward into the Hilliards quadrangle.

The Second sand consists of two members in this pool. (See page

19 and Plate 3.) The upper member, although coarser and more-

frequently pebbly than the lower, is non-productive. The productive

lower member lies at depths ranging from 700 to 1,050 feet and is

separated from the upper member by about 10 feet of shale. The

lower member averages about 15 feet and is 11 to 22 feet thick. It is

fine- to medium-grained gray sandstone. The “pay” part of the sand

has an average thickness of about 10 feet. The data available indicate

that its average porosity is about 21 percent and average oil satura-

tion about 24 percent of porosity. The maximum permeability of

this “pay” sand is about 420 millidarcies.

Initial production of the earlier wells in this part of the pool ranged

from 5 to 25 barrels of oil daily. Present daily production is about

1/10 barrel of oil and an equal quantity of salt water. The oil is

about 34° A.P.I. gravity. The wells are spaced about 300 feet apart.

In most of the wells, casing is required through the First sand. Gas

engines are used as prime movers in pumping the wells. The pool

does not furnish enough gas to run these engines. In the extreme

southern part of this area air drive has been practised, apparently

with success, for several years.

North of the oil pool a small gas pool was developed in the same

sand (pi. 3). Although the sand may be finer-grained in that di-

rection this gas accumulation is up the dip of the producing sand and

probably represents a structural adjustment.

Reserves. About 670 acres of the Bullion-Clintonville pool are in-

cluded in the Franklin quadrangle. Of this area 430 acres are classed

as abandoned. From the data available, including sand data in the

part of the pool in the Hilliards quadrangle, it is estimated that these

670 acres contain 2,600,000 barrels of oil, of which 1,600,000 are

classed as recoverable.

OTHER SECOND SAND PRODUCING AREAS

Several isolated wells or small areas producing from the Second

sand are present in the southeastern part of the quadrangle. In

general, however, the sand is tightly cemented and saturated with

salt water in this part of the quadrangle.

POOLS OF THE THIRD SAND FORMATION

Two producing sands occur in the Third Sand formation in this

quadrangle. These are the Third Stray or “Gray” sand, and the
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Third sand. The areas producing from these sands are shown on

Plate 4.

THIRD STRAY OR “GRAY” SAND POOLS

In comparison with the adjoining Titusville and Hilliards quad-

rangles the Third Stray is relatively unimportant as a producing

sand in this quadrangle. It produces small quantities of oil and gas

in the northwestern part of the quadrangle and in a general belt ex-

tending from Brandon to the northern corner of the quadrangle.

For further discussion this belt trending northeasterly from Brandon

may be divided into the Brandon area and the pools of Twomile Run.

BRANDON AREA

Along Sandy Creek north of Brandon 15 or more wells have been

drilled for Third Stray production. All these wells are now aban-

doned and little information concerning them is available. As nearly

as could be determined the sand here is about 15 feet thick and

“tight.” One of the wells here is reported to have produced 2,000

barrels of oil the first year, and the wells indicated on Plate 4 as hav-

ing a “show” of oil are said to have been capable of producing about

half a barrel of oil daily. The gas wells on Sandy Creek west of

Brandon had a pressure of more than 100 pounds per square inch.

The gas analyzed 1.5 gallons of gasoline per 1,000 cubic feet.

TWOMILE RUN

Several small and separated Third Stray pools have been developed

along Twomile Run in the northeastern part of the quadrangle. The

principal producing sand of these pools is the lower member of the

Third Stray (p. 21). It ranges from fine-grained to pebbly. The

“pay” sand averages about 10 feet thick. At the mouth of Twomile

Run it is 9 feet thick and at Read Run, 3 miles to the north, it is about

14 feet thick. A core analysis of the sand in a well half a mile north-

east of the mouth of Twomile Run is shown in figure 4. The average

porosity of the “pay” sand in this core is 14.9 percent, of which 26.2

percent was oil saturated. The maximum permeability at this well

is 22 millidarcies.

Initial productions of the wells in these pools ranged between 5 and

15 barrels of oil daily. About half the wells are now abandoned and
the remainder produce daily about 1/10 barrel of oil. The oil is 43°

A.P.I. gravity. Casing in many of the wells along Read Run extends

through the First sand. So far as could be ascertained no secondary

recovery methods have been tried in these pools.

The Third Stray gas wells in the northeastern part of the quad-

rangle are an extension into this area of a larger gas pool in the

adjoining Oil City quadrangle. The producing sand is about 20 feet
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thick, fine-grained, and gray. It is about 800 to 900 feet deep. One
of the wells, southeast of Prichard School, drilled in 1920, had an
initial pressure of 65 pounds per square inch. This well is still pro-

ducing.

McCUNE RUN

The McCune Run oil pool, located in the northwestern part of the

quadrangle, had its principal development between 1905 and 1910.

The wells are now entirely abandoned. None of the original records

of the wells here could be found. It is said that the producing sand,

probably the Third Stray, was 30 to 40 feet thick, of which the “pay”
sand was 4 to 5 feet of pebbly, “loose” sand. Initial production of

the welLs was not more than 5 barrels of oil daily. The oil was green.

Two Third Stray gas wells were drilled north of the McCune Run
oil pool (pi. 4). In the eastern of these wells the sand is 37 feet thick

with a 10-foot medial shale break. This well had an original pressure

of 125 pounds per square inch and produced small quantities of gas

for 32 years.

RESERVES IN THE THIRD STRAY SAND

There are 550 acres of producing and abandoned Third Stray sand

in the Franklin quadrangle. It is thought that 3,000 barrels per acre

is approximately the content of this sand. It is, accordingly, esti-

mated that 1,650,000 barrels of oil remain in this sand. Of this

amount about 1,200 barrels per acre is considered recoverable, giving

a total of about 660,000 barrels of recoverable oil.

THIRD SAND POODS

Four Third Sand pools, the Reno, Bredinsburg, Foster, and Kenner-

dell are aligned across the eastern part of the Franklin quadrangle

(pi. 4) and a fifth Third sand pool, the Raymilton, lies in the western

part of the quadrangle.

RENO THIRD SAND OIL POOL

The Reno Third Sand oil pool is on the north side of the Allegheny

River and extends in a northeasterly direction from Reno to Oil City.

Only the part of this pool in the Franklin quadrangle is here con-

sidered. Although wells were drilled in this pool very soon after the

completion of the Drake well, the first well on which definite informa-

tion was obtained was not completed until early in 1867.

The Third sand in this pool lies at depths ranging from 530 to 650

feet. Its maximum thickness is 16 feet and average 10 feet. The

sand is pebbly and poorly-cemented in the central part of the pool

and becomes finer-grained and “tighter” toward the boundaries of

production. It is clearly a stratigraphic pool unrelated to structure.
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Initial productions from tlie early wells reached 225 barrels of oil

daily. Present average daily productions are about 1/10 barrel of

oil per well. Many of the early wells are still producing. The wells

are spaced 250 to 300 feet apart and cased through the Corry or, less

frequently, through the First sand. Gas engines are used as prime

movers to pump the wells.

No core analysis of the Third sand in this pool was available. The

reserves can, therefore, be only approximated. It is estimated that

the 120 acres of productive or formerly-productive Third sand here

contains 360,000 barrels of oil, of which 180,000 can be recovered.

BREDINSBURG THIRD SAND OIL POOL

The Bredinsburg pool lies south of the Reno pool and is separated

from it by a thoroughly tested dry belt less than half a mile wide.

The first well in the Bredinsburg pool was drilled on the Milton farm

500 feet west of well 152 on plate 1. This well, completed in 1870,

was capable of producing 10 barrels of oil daily but was abandoned

at once. The second well, located 800 feet south of this well, was com-

pleted in 1871 and flowed about 300 barrels of oil daily. It is still

pumping.

The depth to the Third sand in this pool ranges from 550 to 1,070

feet. The thickness of the productive sand ranges from 7 to 26 feet

and averages 12 feet. The belt of thickest sand extends in a north-

easterly direction through the central part of the pool. South of pro-

duction the sand thins abruptly to about 2 feet. East and west of

the pool the sand continues but is generally less than 10 feet thick.

The Third sand in this pool ranges in texture from fine- to coarse-

grained. Locally it is pebbly in the upper part. In the northern

part of the pool the entire sand body is said to be “pay” sand but in

the southern part only the middle is “pay” sand. Highly-permeable

pebble layers seem to be lacking.

Initial productions of early wells were as high as 300 barrels of oil

daily. Wells drilled recently produce 2 to 10 barrels of oil initially.

Average present daily production is % to 1/10 barrel of oil daily.

Production practise is essentially the same as in the associated Victory-

Bredinsburg Second Sand oil pool. So far as could be determined,

secondary recovery methods have not been attempted in the Third

sand of this area.

It is estimated that the 145 acres of producing and abandoned Third

sand in the Bredinsburg pool contain 1,800,000 barrels of oil, of

which 900,000 barrels can be recovered.
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FOSTER THIRD SAND POOL

The Foster Third Sand pool lies about 3 miles southwest of the

Bredinsburg pool (pi. 4). As here considered it includes the Third

sand producing areas on both sides of the Allegheny River at Foster

Station.

Third Sand production w,as obtained at Foster during 1865. 1 One
well 700 feet south of well 240 on plate 1 flowed 350 barrels of oil

daily, as of May 1866. A well on the south side of the river near

Foster station flowed 200 barrels of oil daily. Up dip north of the

pool the Third sand formerly produced gas. (See plate 4.)

The Third sand in this pool ranges from 600 to 1,230 feet deep. It

averages 14 feet thick and at maximum is 23 feet thick. It ranges

from fine-grained to pebbly. It has not been cored and little detailed

information on its lithology could be obtained.

After the early period of flush production mentioned above, most

of the wells were pulled but the pool seems never to have been en-

tirely abandoned. Locally the sand is flooded with water from

improperly plugged wells. The wells now producing average 1/10

barrel of oil and twice as much water daily. The gravity of the oil

is about 44° A.P.I. Secondary recovery from the Third sand has not

been attempted here.

The 990 acres of producing and abandoned Third sand in the

Foster pool are estimated to contain 3,500,000 barrels of oil, of which

1,400,000 may be recoverable.

KENNERDELL OIL POOL

The Kennerdell oil pool, as shown in Plate 4, is the northern recurv-

ing end of the long and narrow Bullion-Clintonville Third Sand pool.

The southern part of this pool was described in the report on the

Milliards quadrangle. 2 Only the part of the pool lying in the Franklin

quadrangle is discussed in this report. In the reports of the Second

Pennsylvania Geological Survey this area is referred to as Scrubgrass

and the small island 0.2 mile northeast of the mouth of Scrubgrass

Creek was known as Belle Island.

The Kennerdell pool is reported to have been opened by the Martin

well located on the south bank of the Allegheny River about 500 feet

east of the mouth of Scrubgrass Creek. It is said to have produced

at the rate of 1,000 barrels of oil daily. Shortly afterward wells

drilled on Belle Island produced 100 barrels daily. During this period

of drilling only a few hundred acres on both sides of the river were

developed. By 1889 the area was abandoned, and the area north of

1 Carll, J. F., Pennsylvania 2d Geol. Survey. Ann. Rept. 1886, part II, p. 599.
s Sherrill, R. E. and Matteson, L. S., op. cit., pp. 20-22.
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the river has never had a second period of development. South of

the river a second period of development started in 1890 and con-

tinued through 1920. During this period the original productive area

was redrilled and expanded, and several very productive wells were

obtained. The largest of these, the Rapp well, was drilled in 1906.

Reports on its production capacity range from 1,400 to 2,800 barrels

of oil per day. Wells drilled during the latter part of this 1890-1920

period produced 4 to 5 barrels daily.

The Phillips well, drilled on the Gailey farm 1% miles southwest

of Ivennerdell, opened the Bullion-Clintonville extension of this pool.

This well, completed in 1876, guaged 125 barrels of oil per day, flow-

ing-by-heads. Well 274 (pi. 1) flowed 1,100 barrels daily when com-

pleted.

The Third sand in this pool ranges in depth from 600 to 1,120 feet.

It averages 15 feet thick and ranges from 8 to 30 feet. It ranges

irregularly from fine-grained sandstone to conglomerate containing

discoid,al pebbles up to half an inch in diameter. Two core analyses

of wells in this pool were available for this report. These wells were

located in the “tighter” sand parts of the pool. The average sand

porosity in these wells was 10.6 percent, average sand thickness 10.7

feet, and average oil content 180 barrels per acre-foot. The analysis

of one of these wells, located in the eastern part of the pool near the

mouth of Bullion Run, is published in figure 4.

North of this oil pool the Third sand produces gas in small quanti-

ties.

Customary well spacing in this pool is about 300 feet. Except

locally, casing is carried through the First sand. Sufficient gas is

produced with the oil to run the gas engines used as prime movers

in the pumping. The oil is 38° to 42° A.P.I. gravity and dark green

in color.

Vacuum is being used about one mile southwest of Ivennerdell. The

wells on vacuum produce about two-thirds barrel of oil daily. No
other secondary recovery method is practised.

It is estimated that the 1,335 acres of producing and abandoned

Third sand in the Ivennerdell pool contain 4,000,000 barrels of oil,

of which 1,000,000 barrels are recoverable.

RAYMILTON OIL POOL

The Raymilton oil pool extends from half a mile east of Raymilton

into the Stoneboro quadrangle wr
est of the Franklin quadrangle (pi.

4). Although earlier wells had been drilled in this pool, the main
development of it started in 1870. Most of the wells were drilled be-

tween 1895 and 1905.
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The Third sand in this pool averages 10 feet and ranges from 2 to

20 feet .thick. It thins to the north, south, and east of the pool. It

lies at depths ranging from 760 to 1,080 feet. The sand, except for

the top 1 to 2 feet, which contains small pebbles, is uniform and fine-

grained in texture. The entire sand, except the top 1 to 2 feet, is

“pay” sand. The porosity of the sand, as indicated by core analyses,

averages 12 percent, of which 30 percent is saturated with oil. The

permeability of the sand is generally 10 millidarcies or less. The sand

contains very little water.

The Raymilton pool is in a west-plunging syncline (pis. 1 and 4).

Up dip to the north, south, and east the sand pinches out. Up dip to

the east the oil becomes lighter in gravity, beyond which the sand con-

tained gas only. From these data it is concluded that the oil ac-

cumulation here is primarily stratigraphic but that oil-gas adjustment

to structure has occurred.

The wells are spaced 300 feet apart and cased through the lower

member of the First sand. The sand is shot with 3 to 4 quarts of

nitroglycerin per foot of “pay.” The sand contains enough gas to

fuel the gas engines used as prime movers in pumping the wells. Only

about half an hour daily is required to pump off the wells. Initial

productions of the early wells in this pool reached 150 barrels of oil

daily. Present production is about 1/10 barrel daily. The oil is dark

green and 40° A.P.I. gravity.

Air drive on a small scale is being tried, with some success. The

uniformity and low permeability of the sand indicate that water-

flooding might be successful, but it is reported that in several wells

300 feet or more of water open to the sand has been standing for

years without, apparently, the water entering the sand and with no

increase in production of offset wells.

The 1,570 acres of producing and abandoned Third sand in the

Raymilton pool are estimated to contain 4,700,000 barrels of oil, of

which 2,350,000 may be recovered.

ISOLATED THIRD SAND WELLS

Wells which have tested the Third sand and are located outside

the pools described, are shown on Plate 4, and are briefly discussed

below.

In the wells northeast of Prichard School the Third sand is hard

and non-productive. Between Reno and Bredinsburg the sand is

tightly cemented. Between Bredinsburg and Foster the sand is absent

or very thin. Some of the wT
ells here encountered shows of oil or gas

in it. Between Foster and Kennerdell the sand is generally well

cemented and dry or gas-bearing. Several gas wells have been drilled
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in this area. Wells between Raymilton and the Kennerdell-Reno

trend generally encountered no sand at this horizon. Exceptions to

this are the well at Mays Mills and another half a mile northwest of

Congress Hill School which encountered “shows” of oil in this sand.

FOURTH SAND

The Fourth sand is not producing oil or gas in this quadrangle in

1941. A well at Bully Hill encountered a “show” of oil at this

horizon and a well at Raymilton is reported to have produced oil from

the Fourth sand.

Productive Sands Below the Venango Oil Sand Group

The general character and stratigraphy of the rocks below the

Venango Oil Sand group was discussed earlier in this report. The

records of the deeper wells are published in the list of deep wells later

in this report. The oil- and gas-production status of the deeper sands

is briefly discussed below.

The First Warren sand is not now productive in this quadrangle.

Good “shows” of oil are reported to have been encountered in it in

the general area between Mays Mills and Niles.

No production or “shows” have been reported from the Second

Warren sand.

Shows of oil were reported in the Queen sand at wells 5 miles north

of Franklin and in the vicinity of Polk.

No oil or gas is reported from the Speechley sand in this quad-

rangle.

This is the top part of the true Speechley (see page 23).

The sand generally called Speechley in this quadrangle lies below

the true Speechley and is designated the Tiona sand in this report.

MONARCH PARK GAS FIELD

The gas field here designated the Monarch Park gas field extends

from Kennerdell northeasterly through Monarch Park, which lies in

the Oil City quadrangle 2 miles northeast of Reed. A map of the

part of this field that is included in the Franklin quadrangle is pub-

lished as figure 1 of this report.

The early wells in this field were drilled about 1910. The field has

never been intensively developed.

The gas-producing sand, the Tiona, lies at depths ranging from

1,550 to 2,100 feet. It is very fine-grained, light brown sandstone

with a maximum thickness of 30 feet. The “pay” sand ranges from

6 to 30 feet in thickness. Generally pay sand lies in the lower part

of the sand body but locally the entire thickness of sand is productive.
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Initial productions reach 60,000 cubic feet daily and initial rock

pressures as high as 400 pounds per square inch are recorded. All

the gas is used locally, principally to fuel the gas engines for pump-
ing the oil wells producing from shallower sands. Although small

producers, the wells are long-lived. For example, one gas well has

supplied the lease requirements for 60 oil wells for more than 20 years.

This is a stratigraphic gas pool—i. e., the gas accumulation is the

result of favorable sand conditions. It seems probable that gas in this

sand is present in most of the area inside the 0-thickness line of figure

1 with the quantities increasing, in general, as the thickness of this

sand increases. In most of the Foster-Victory Second Sand area gas

could probably be obtained from this sand by deepening wells “dry”
in the shallower sands.

SUMMARY OF OIL RESERVES

The estimated oil reserves of each sand in each pool in the Franklin

quadrangle have been given in the descriptions of pools. The esti-

mated proven reserves are summared by sands below

:

Estimated oil reserves, in barrels.

Producing Productive Total Recoverable
sand acreage oil oil*

First 7,320 66,750,000 19,500,000
Second 14,440 80,320,000 38,200,000
Third Stray 550 1,650,000 650,000
Third 4,460 14,360,000 5,830,000

Total 26,770 163,080,000 64,180,000

Recoverable oil is oil in excess of 150 barrels per acre-foot.
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Table 4- Deep well records

Map
Name of well

Fret char

Owner
Date
drilled Eler.

1922
1906

Red rock First sand Second sand
Third stray
(Gray sand) Third sand

Mong

Stewart

31
32
38

. 43-
54

Fisher #1

Brown #4

Galloway #88

J.Sheasley

Grant 8t Grant

1924

1923

1507

1441

65 * thick

7264 796

654 730

15 'thick

1000s

913b 926 944b 960

80

82

93

97

104

McClelland
Raymond
Raymond #6

Raymond #7

Maloney

1877

1877 1136 380 480

532a 542
(56le 579
(480 49?
(507a 516

744 756

15 'thick

838s 848

775 780

105
10b
107
108

109

111

113

114

uT
141

**Washl ngt on*we 11
Bredin
"Widow” #27
New lease #28

328 443

Rial Estate 1876
Mrs. O.S. Wilson 1917

1210
llG2

453 500

473P 524
415 455

622 640

34 ' thick

5 G9P 584

8 ' thick

687s 697

755 765

5 *thick

158

159

m
190

Bell farm

Helfrlch
Dele
Seaton #20

Morck Oil Co.

Smlthman Oil Co
Hall Bros, 1389

1409
702 730 852 876

866 894
967 987

194

195

200
201
202

Biery #24
Echols #38

Cranberry #68
Cranberry #69
Hughes

1917
1930

1456

1437

1383
1386

752 822

740 810

700 755
700 755

002 927
891 918

854 878

855 877

1030 1042
1020 1031 1031 IO35

995
1000

203
205
210
220
222

Hughes
G.Rice
Crony Oil Co.#8l
Slefer #58
Hooyer #37

4925
4938
1906

1409

1356
1124

683 725
450 500

912 936
461 486
829 050

598 622 732 735

1071 1079

956 969
754 754

223
229
234

246
264

Sheas ley
A. T. Foster
Lucinda Gordon #60

James Foster

1462

1440

1411

770 815 915 941

896

1034b 1042

268

269

289

290

293
294

S3

R. J. Beach
¥7„L. Shorts

Wi therup
Berringer #1

J.H.Lepoch

1928

1525

936
1400

955

724 820 820 st 903

708 793

290 44» 49'

903

$
1033 1042

601 623

Conway

Indian God well

Philadelphia & Boston

1886-88 963

1020

272 340 (448 468
(483b 503

590 595
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Red rock First barrel

sand
^Second
Warren send

Queen sand Speech ley
sand

Tiona

’'Speech ley*
Other sands Total

depth
Remarks

3
(Claimed to h

1200 show of oil k gas 9 1200
1100 dry hole, no good sand
2000 +

" " "

2200* Show of gas
ire been drilled to 3400 feet.)

1

1

100 'thick(s

]

100 ’ flaggy Queen sd. 5 nice white sd.at 40’ & 67’in

ldOO
lCOOt
2Goo
I5OO
lbOO

Show of gas
Queen sand (grey)

1400b I445

940

2985b 2989

1100
2300
2500
1400'

32 G2

(Memory)2 bbls.wk.lst.sd.
Dry hole

Dry hole
Sane Red rock below 3000

1000 1100

908 965

s

1350flb 137C

60' (s )thick

100 Of 1100

l800

1

1700 +

1410

985

1200 +

See Carll's I 3 p. 4I9

See Carll's I 5 p. 183

s

s
1250+
1350 i

1150 t

1100
1100 t

Show of oil & gas
Dry
Show of oil

740 755

t

salt water

1G50
2000 +

I50G
1900 +

18OO+

1726

See Carll's II p 203

1455 1485 3' thick

g

g

g
195 *Sg 1985
lPo8g 2016

IQ50
l8S0
i960
2027
21o8

1515 1550
1505 1545

1R75 18P5

1865 l°Po
2005g 2041
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